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ABSTRACT
Evaluation of Geophysical Methods to Characterize Alluvial Soils 
in the Arid Environment
by
Bjom E. Sundquist
Barbara A. Luke, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Dean of the College of Engineering 
Associate Professor o f Civil Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Non-intrusive geophysical investigations, both seismic and electrical, were 
performed at several locations on the Las Vegas Springs Preserve in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
along with intrusive drilling. These investigations were conducted to determine whether it 
is possible use geophysical methods to detect piping-induced cavities and shallow 
inclusions such as calcific nodules and horizons known as caliche in dry, desert soil, 
while at the same time characterizing the mechanical structure of the soil and distribution 
of soil moisture for engineering purposes. The geophysical methods used were the 
Spectral-Analysis-of-Surface-Waves (SASW) method, surface-based seismic cavity 
detection, multi-electrode electrical resistivity, and electromagnetic conductivity. The 
results o f the geophysical measurements across the site were compared to each other, and 
to the ground truth obtained through intrusive drilling. The seismic and electrical 
signature of a known air-filled fissure was also established, and was used for comparison 
to the results obtained throughout the Preserve. The SASW method was successful in 
characterizing the complex layered geometry of the soil. The electrical resistivity method
iii
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successfully distinguished between dry soils at shallow depths, and moist and wet soils 
beneath. The surfiice-based seismic cavity detection and the electrical resistivity methods 
were also used successfully for cavity detection, and it is concluded that voids of 
engineering significance would have been detected if they had been present. The 
electromagnetic conductivity method was not successful in detecting voids, but proved to 
be a valuable preliminary reconnaissance tool.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to assess and optimize methods for detectii% hazards 
o f engineering significance in shallow alluvial soils in an arid climate, using a 
combination of geophysical and geotechnical methods, while characterizing the shallow 
subsurfitce. The targeted hazards are dissolution features such as fissures and cavities. 
The characterization o f the shallow subsurfece is targeted towards the determination of 
the layered structure of the soil, including the detection o f cemented layers, and the 
distribution of soil moisture.
1.2 Scope of Thesis
This chapter contains background information including a brief history of the Las 
Vegas Springs Preserve (LVSP). Chapter 2 contains a literature review on the state-of- 
the-art in non-intrusive techniques for geophysical soil characterization and cavity 
detection. Chapter 3 contains descriptions o f the geophysical methods used for this 
research, and the techniques used to collect and reduce collected data. In Chapter 4, the 
collected data are presented. Chapter S contains the analysis o f the data collected. This 
discussion includes the correlations between the non-intrusive geophysical methods and 
the intrusive geotechnical investigations conducted at the LVSP. In Chapter 6, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
conclusions are presented which include recommendations for geophysical investigations 
in alluvial soils in an arid climate, based on the research conducted for this thesis.
1.3 Background
The Las Vegas Springs Preserve (LVSP), formerly known as the North Well Field 
(Fig. 1.1), is located on approximately 180 acres in central urban Las Vegas, and is an 
active well field. It has a rich cultural heritage and has been placed on the National 
Register o f Historic Places. The she contains artifocts from the Anazasi Indian culture, 
early pump houses from the first development o f Las Vegas, and newer structures used to 
provide water to the Las Vegas Valley (LWWD, 1996). According to a 1926 p^ier by 
Jensen, ched in Seymour (1998), Mormons first settled at the she o f the springs in 1855. 
When the basin that is the Las Vegas valley became overdrafred in the late 1940’s 
(Maxey and Jameson, 1948, ched in Seymour, 1998), the Las Vegas creek dried up, and 
the water no longer flowed freely fix>m the springs at the LVSP.
The Las Vegas Valley Water District (LWWD) is planning to develop the LVSP 
as an interpretive she for the public. By doing this, insight to life in the valley during 
historic and prehistoric times is provided. Further, Las Vegas Valley residents and other 
vishors to the she can gain insight into the process of extracting water from the ground in 
order to support the population of Las Vegas, and how to apply desert-approfxiate water 
and energy conserving solutions. The mission statement o f the LVSP is as follows:
‘To preserve and manage the cultural, biological and water resources of the 
Las Vegas Springs Archaeological She, and to promote sustainable life in 
the Mojave Desert by integrating environmentally senshive design and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
conservation throi%h demonstration, education, and research."
(LWWD, 1999)
The research conducted to fonn this thesis is a part of the educational and 
research goals of the LVSP, and serves to further promote the use o f geophysics for site 
investigation in sensitive environments such as the LVSP. The research conducted for 
this thesis was also intended to aid in the design and development of the LVSP.
The s iu ^ e  material at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve varies from gravelly fill to 
fine silt. The northern part o f the site is vegetated with small brush and mature trees. The 
central and southern part o f the site is more sparsely vegetated, containing mostly small 
brush and grasses of various kinds. A large area on the east side o f the site has been 
excavated to form a storm water detention basin. The northwest comer of the site 
contains naostly fill from construction o f the detention basin and from various other 
construction projects on the site.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.1. The Las Vegas Springs Preserve, shown in an infrared photo. North is to the 
top of the page. One centimeter is approximately equal to 50 m.
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CHAPTER 2
STATE-OF-THE-ART IN GEOPHYSICAL SOIL PROFILE 
CHARACTERIZATION AND CAVITY DETECTION
2.1 Introduction
Extensive research is being conducted throughout the world in the field of 
non-intrusive geophysical investigations (e.g., Sharma, 1997). For example, karst features 
are constantly being targeted as sinkholes keep tqipearing, and geophysics are being used 
in everything from pavement quality assessment to assessment of damage caused by 
groundhog burrows. However, very little research has been aimed at detecting shallow 
subsurfece anomalies of engineering significance in an arid desert environment, such as 
that o f the Las Vegas valley.
Even though advances continue to be made in non-intrusive geophysical 
investigative methods, we are still a long way from performing subsurfoce analyses like 
those featured in films like “Star Trek" where infinitesimal voids or large cavities or ore 
bodies can be detected using a single, small, handheld device, or “Jurassic Park” where a 
buried skeleton is imaged in detail at the touch of a button. A single method of 
investigation is not guaranteed to give adequate results. That is the reason why 
geophysical investigations are often carried out using a combination of methods, in order 
to provide the opportunity for corroboration. If two or even three different methods 
indicate compatible results, chances are that these results are accurate. However, if a
5
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geophysical method is used alone, important features might be overlooked or felsely 
construed.
The following sections contain a review of current surface-based geophysical 
methods, with relevant sample illustrations emphasizing cavity detection.
2.2 Seismic Methods
A number of seismic methods for subsurfece exploration exist. Non-intrusive 
seismic investigations include refraction, reflection, and the use of surface waves 
(Sharma, 1997). Refraction is usually used to detect and to determine the depth to stiff 
inclusions in the subsurface. A relevant and non-standard exatiq>le of the application of 
seismic refraction is the investigation conducted at a graveshe in Cairo (El-Difrawy et al., 
1996). This refraction investigation was conducted to delineate buried graves at a highly 
contaminated she, while disturbing the she as little as possible. The refraction data were 
interpreted using a reciprocal time inversion technique, which allowed the researchers to 
obtain depth-velochy models corresponding to the she. The resuhs of the refraction 
measurements clearly indicated the buried tombs as low velochy zones, and the 
graveyard boundaries as high-velochy zones. This is similar to the sthfriess contrast 
between a cavhy and the surroimding soil.
The Spectral-Analysis-of-Surfrice-Waves (SASW) method is particularly useful in 
investigations where a conqilex layered soil structure is to be determined (Stokoe et al., 
1994). It provides a one-dimensional profile of the soil illustrating the depth and 
thickness of layers in relation to the shear-wave velocity o f each layer. An extensive set 
of references on the SASW method are given by Hihunen and Gucunski (1994).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Gucunski et al. (1996) used a simulated soil system with an obstacle to show that 
the SASW method can be used to detect shallow subsurface inclusions. A variation of the 
SASW method for the rapid detection of shallow cavities and other subsurface inclusions 
is an integral part o f the research conducted for this thesis, and has been under 
development at the Engineering Geophysics Laboratory at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas, over the past five years (e.g., Luke and Chase, 1997, Luke and Tsarev, 2000).
This method will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Other researchers have been using surfoce waves for shallow she characterization. 
For example, Orlowsky et aL (2001) used sur&ce waves successfully to detect areas 
containing old building rubble, and slag deposhs containing cavities, at a disposal she for 
blast furnace slag. The area was investigated by analyzing the prop%ation and dispersion 
of the surface waves. Velochy maps were created where the surface wave velocities were 
related to different frequencies.
The use of Multi-Channel-Analysis-of^Surfoce-Waves (MASW) to detect buried 
objects and features is a  new approach to detecting buried objects using multi-channel 
data acquishion and time-domain interpretation, as opposed to the SASW method, which 
uses a single pair o f geophones and frequency-domain interpretation (Park et al., 1999). 
By decomposing the mufti-channel record into time-variable frequency format, each 
frequency conqxment can be displayed and analyzed. This is being developed as a tool to 
detect layering and irregularhies in the sub-surface.
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82.3 Electrical Methods
Several different geophysical methods use electricity. Some examples of electrical 
methods are electrical resistivity, electromagnetic conductivity, induced polarization, 
ground penetrating radar, and very low frequency (VLF) (Sharma, 1997).
The electrical resistivity method is a popular choice for cavity detection 
investigations. For example, karst features, which are dissolution features in limestone, 
have been the focus o f extensive research using electrical resistivity methods. One 
example is a study conducted at an athletic field complex at the Lafeyette College in 
Pennsylvania, aimed at detecting air-filled karst features and to map the depth to bedrock 
(Roth et al., 1999). The investigation, using the same kind of multi-electrode electrical 
resistivity meter that was used for the research conducted for this thesis, was successfiiL 
as several voids were detected. The authors also concluded that using an approach that 
combines non-intrusive electrical resistivity with intrusive borings increases the 
likelihood that existing vokls will be detected.
The electromagnetic conductivity method is most commonly used to detect 
metallic objects buried in the subsurfece, such as metallic ores, pipes, and cables, but has 
also been applied in cavity detection (Sharma, 1997). As an example, the electromagnetic 
conductivity method was successfully ^plied  to detect subsurfece voids and caves in 
Bexar County, Texas (Robinson-Poteet, 1989). However, after conducting an 
electromagnetic conductivity investigation aimed at the detection o f shallow cavities 
beneath a highway near Yarrangobilly, Australia, Rumbens (1990) concluded that 
“Whilst the EM ground conductivity method of exploration is relatively inexpensive and
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very fast, it should not be used in isolation as it cannot indicate the size and shape of 
cavities nor accurate depths.”
2.4 Shallow Geophysical Investigations in the Las Vegas Valley
An example of the use o f some of these techniques is the comparison of refraction 
sounding, optimum offset reflection profiling, and delay time profiling used in the Las 
Vegas valley to evaluate the performance of seismic exploration methods in a desert 
environment by Gahr (1989). Gahr concluded that the delay time profiling is the method 
least adaptable to the desert environment, since it provides precision but not accuracy in 
locating shallow refracting targets. Gahr also concluded that the optimum offset 
reflection profiling technique was not suitable for the desert envirorunent, since this 
method requires the presence o f water-saturated, fine grained clayey soils at the surfece, 
and this is not commonly found in a desert environment. The technique most suited for 
desert environments, according to Gahr, is the refraction profiling method, which yields a 
cross-section of the subsurface velocity structure. However, this method is not usually 
used for cavity detection.
Werle et al. (1991) refer to an instance o f detection of bridged voids and fissures 
in the Las Vegas valley by the use o f ground penetrating radar (GPR). During grading for 
a proposed roadway, evidence of fissuring was found, and GPR was successfully used to 
locate the voids and fissures.
2.5 Previous Geophysical Investigations at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Two separate geophysical studies have been conducted at the LVSP prior to the 
research conducted for this thesis. The results from previous investigations are a valuable
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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asset, as is the ground truth obtained by excavation and drilling which allows for the 
calibration of the geophysical methods.
Dames & Moore (1991) used gravity, electromagnetic conductivity, very low 
frequency (VLF) (e.g., Sharma, 1997), and GPR in an attenqit to detect fissures and 
cavities in the shallow subsurfece at the LVSP. In generaL the results in the study 
indicated previously known features of the LVSP, such as a large cavern, approximately 
15 m wide and 15 m deep, and a spring mound located in the center o f the preserve. The 
results further indicated other previously unknown anomalies, which were deemed to be 
of interest, but were not further investigated at the time. It was concluded that the gravity 
surveys provided the best results, and further investigations were recommended.
In 1998, a second geophysical study of the LVSP was conducted, this time by 
MicroGeophysics Corporation (MGC, 1999). Electromagnetic and GPR surveys were 
conducted across the she. The results of the electromagnetic conductivhy survey can 
almost all be attributed to cultural features, previously known or unknown. A large EM 
anomaly was found adjacent to the known cavity, and MGC recommended further 
investigation of this particular she. Investigations in this area were conducted as part o f 
this thesis and are discussed in Chapter 5. The GPR survey method was considered to be 
ineffective, due to limhed penetratiorL
The only instance known by this wrher o f previous investigation of subsurface 
voids using electrical resistivhy was reported by Lorraine Lirmert-Dunford, related by 
Ms. Linnert-Dunford in a seminar conducted at UNLV on 4/27/2001. She performed an 
electrical resistivity investigation at a gypsum plant in the Lake Mead area to detect voids 
encoimtered during drilling. The investigation was inconclusive.
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CHAPTERS
DESCRIPTION OF GEOPHYSICAL METHODS USED
For the research conducted for this thesis, two seismic and two electrical non- 
intrusive geophysical methods were en^tloyed. The seismic methods used were the 
Spectral-Analysis-of-Surface-Waves (SASW) method, and an experimental approach to 
cavity detection based on the SASW method. The electrical methods used were electrical 
resistivity and electromagnetic conductivity.
3.1 The Spectral-Analysis-of-Surfoce-Waves (SASW) Method
The following is a description o f the principles behind the SASW method, which 
is a non-intrusive testing method used to evaluate shear moduli in soils using seismic 
surface waves (Stokoe et al., 1994). An SASW measurement produces a one-dimensional 
stiffiiess profile or shear wave velocity profile. With this method, both soft-to-stiff and 
stiff-to-sofl contrasts can be detected.
3.1.1 Principles of the SASW Method
The SASW method takes advantage of the dispersive nature o f Rayleigh-type 
surfoce waves in a layered mediiun. This means that the velocity of propagation of 
surfoce waves in a layered medium depends on their frequency. High frequency waves 
with short wavelengths propagate through the shallow materials and low frequency
11
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waves with long wavelengths propagate through deeper materials. Therefore, waves of 
different wavelengths sample different depths in the layered medium. This dispersive 
nature of the Rayleigh wave is employed to establish variations in seismic shear wave 
velocity (V*) with depth. The shear wave velocity. Vs, and the Rayleigh wave velocity 
are approximately related through the following (e.g., Graff, 1975):
Eqn.3.1
Vs 1 + v
where v is Poisson's ratio. The shear wave velocity o f a material is, in turn, closely 
related to its shear stiffoess.
Rayleigh waves are commonly created by impacting the surface with an object, a 
seismic source, thereby creating an impulsive load on the surfoce. The sources used range 
from small rock hammers to large sledge hammers. Low-frequency sources used for 
longer receiver spacings are dynamic shakers or vibrators (this includes vibroseis trucks), 
which can be used in either sweep or chirp mode, and the movement of heavy machinery, 
such as a bulldozer, which creates random noise.
3.1.2 SASW Method: Data Collection and Reduction
SASW measwements are usually conducted along a linear array, at multiple 
receiver spacings (Fig. 3.1). The spacing refers to the distance between receivers 
(geophones), which is also equal to the distance from the source to the near receiver. The 
seismic source is placed sequentially on either end of the array for each spacing (i.e., on 
either side of the geophone pair) so that measurements are made in both forward and 
reverse directions.
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The difference in phase response between the two stations is recorded. Only one 
data set for each spacing, that which has the best quality, is used for data interpretation; 
however, the second record is sometimes useful in clarifying ambiguities.
From the data collected, experimental “dispersion curves” o f Rayleigh-wave 
velocity as a function of wavelength are generated. The dispersion curve is unique for a 
particular she. The curves are generated by first unwrapping the phase data, and selecting 
the portions of the curve to be used. The unwrapping refers to the process of changing the 
phase data from a saw-tooth pattern where the maximum and minimum phase values are 
+/- n radians to a curve where the phase values continually decrease. This process is a 
somewhat subjective procedure, and requires experience to determine at what points the 
data are unwnq)ped. Data from different spacings are then combined and averaged on a 
semi-logarithmic scale (wavelengths only), resulting in a condensed composite dispersion 
curve.
For each wavelength, the Rayleigh wave velocity is calculated. Wave velocity is 
related to frequency and wavelength through the following relationship:
V = fX  Eqn. 3.2
where Fis velocity,/is fiequency, and X is wavelength. In an SASW measurement, the 
Rayleigh wave velocity, Vr, is related to the frequency and the wavelength through the 
following relationship:
Eqn. 3.3
<P
where is the receiver spacing, and ^  is the unwrapped phase difference. Next, a 
thwretical dispersion curve is calculated using a forward model, assuming elastic wave 
propagation of fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves through a layered medium, with each
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layer defined by its thickness, shear wave velocity, density and Poisson s ratio. The 
forward model used is based on the dynamic stif&ess matrix approach of Kausel and 
Roesset (1981), and was coded by Foinquinos and others at the University o f Texas at 
Austin (Foinquinos, 1991). The starting model is created based on available a priori 
knowledge. This model is fitted by eye to the experimental curve by manually adjustii% 
layer thicknesses and shear wave velocities through trial and error.
The final product in an SASW measiuement is the shear wave velocity profile 
corresponding to the theoretical dispersion curve that best matches the experimental 
dataset The resulting solution is not highly sensitive to changes in Poisson s ratio and 
density. For the research conducted for this thesis a density o f 1600 kg/m  ^was assumed. 
The average density range for silts and loose sand is given by Hohz and Kovacs (1981 ) to 
be 1400 to 2400 kg/m^. Kemnitz (1999) sites alluvium densities for a nearby basin on the 
Nevada Test She ranging from 1600 to 1770 kg/m .^ A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was also 
assumed for the alluvium, based on values given by Bowles (1996) for alluvial soils, and 
by Coduto (1994) for dense and loose sands, and partially saturated clays. Some typical 
ranges of seismic velochies and Poissons ratios for alluvial soils are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Typical ranges of seismic velocities for alluvial soils
Material Compressional 
Wave Velochy, Vp 
(m/s)
Shear Wave 
Velocity, V*
(m/s)
Source Poisson’s 
ratio, V
Source
Weathered soil 250-1000 130-530 Sharma
(1997)Clay 1100-2500 590-1340 0.30-0.40 Coduto
(1994)Sand (dry) 300-1000 160-530 0.10-0.40
Sand
(saturated)
1200-1900 640-1020
Cemented sand 
and gravel
3000 (field) 
4000 (lab)
1500 (field) 
2300 (lab)
Stone & 
Luke 
(2001)
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SASW measurements at the study site were collected using a Stanford Research 
Systems signal analyzer. Model SR-780. The geophones used were two 4.5 Hz resonant 
frequency and two 1 Hz geophones, manu&ctured by Mark Products. Sledgehammers 
and a Caterpillar D3C bulldozer were used as seismic sources. The 4.5-Hz geophones 
were used for the shorter spacings, up to ^roxim ately 8 m, beyond which the 1 -Hz 
geophones were used. Fiberglass tapes were used to measure distances, and ground slope 
was measured using a surveying level
The smallest receiver spacing used at the site was 0.5 m, above which spacings 
were successively doubled up to a maximum of 120 m, which was dictated ly  the length 
of the geophone cables. In some cases, the normal sequence of receiver spacings was 
modified to acconunodate surfrce topography and the presence of culturally sensitive 
areas. In these cases, intermediate spacing increments were employed or the center of the 
array was shifted slightly to get the largest possible spacing. A slight shift of the center of 
an array is not expected to have a significant effect on the results for large spacings 
because in those cases the waves sample a larger area, and therefore yield an average 
velocity for the area. If the lateral variability over short distances is not extreme, the 
Rayleigh wave velocity for a shifted spacing will tie very similar to that of the original 
area.
3.2 Sur&ce-Based Seismic Cavity Detection
The surfrce-based seismic cavity detection method is an experimental approach to 
rapid detection of buried anomalies with distinct stiffoess contrasts (e.g., Luke and Chase, 
1997, Avar and Luke, 1998, Luke and Tsarev, 2000, and Sundquist and Luke, 2001b), 
and is based on the SASW method.
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3.2.1 Principles of Surfoce-Based Seismic Cavity Detection
The surfrce-based cavity detection method utilizes Rayleigh waves as described 
in the earlier section on the principles o f  the SASW method. It is an experimental method 
geared towards the nqiid detection of discrete subsurfoce features with distinct stiffeess 
contrasts.
In the surface-based cavity detection method, phase differences in vertical ground 
oscillation at two locations are compared for energy travelling in opposite directions past 
a common center point. In a homogeneous ground, the response, which is dominated by 
surfece wave energy, will be identical for the two directions. Shallow inclusions 
presenting sharp stiffoess contrasts cause reflected body wave energy to be generated. 
Since body waves are fester than surfece waves, this is manifested in a reduction of phase 
difference amplitude over characteristic frequency ranges, which is diagnostic of the 
buried feature. Spatially transient differences between the responses in opposite 
directions are attributed to lateral heterogeneities in mechanical stiffiiess of the 
subsurfece (Sundquist and Luke, 2001b).
3.2.2 Surfece-Based Seismic Cavity Detection: Data Collection and Reduction
Surfece-based seismic cavity detection surveys are conducted in linear arrays. The 
setup is similar to that of the SASW method, but does not employ the use of increasing 
receiver spacings centered about a common point. Instead, successive measurements are 
conducted at a constant offset, using a constant receiver spacing (Fig. 3.2). The recorded 
measurements, the phase traces, are unwr^ped in the same manner as for the SASW 
method, but instead of creating dispersion curves, the forward and reverse phase traces 
are plotted together, in order to allow for a direct comparison.
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In theory, when a subsurface discontinuity, such as a fissure or cavity, is 
approached from the "forward" direction, the "reverse" measurement, where the seismic 
energy is traveling in the “reverse” direction, will be first to be affected by the reflecting 
boundary, as manifested by decreases in absolute value of phase, while the forward 
measurement remains unaffected. When the measurement is centered above the feature, 
both directions will be affected equally. As the feature is passed, the opposite response is 
observed. The amplitude of the phase difference between forward and reverse 
measurements can be indicative of the size of the reflecting feature. The frequency at 
which the divergence occurs can be indicative of its depth. This is a qualitative, rather 
than a quantitative, ^proach, and signal processing techniques, such as smoothing along 
with area calculations can be used for automation of the method (Luke and Tsarev. 2000).
Surfece-based seismic cavity detection measurements at the study site were 
collected using a Stanford Research Systems signal analyzer. Model SR-780. The 
geophones used were two 4.5 Hz geophones, manufactured by Mark Products. 
Sledgehammers were used as seismic sources.
The receiver spacings used at the site were 0.5,1, 2, and 4 m, depending on the 
surfece conditions (vegetation and accessibility) and the depth of the suspected target.
3.3 Electrical Resistivity and Electromagnetic Conductivity of Materials
The following is a description of the principle o f electrical resistivity and 
conductivity in soils.
The electrical resistance, R  of a material is a measurement of the difficulty 
electrical current has in moving through the material, and is measured in ohms. It is 
related to the voltage, V, and the current. I, through the following relationship;
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Jî = -y . Eqn. 3.4
However, this measurement is dependent on the geometry of the material 
sampled. For exanyle, a two meter long pipe will show a resistance different from a one 
meter long pipe o f the same diameter and material. In the same way, two one-meter long 
rods of different diameters will have different resistance. Thus, another measurement 
quantity, not dependent on size, is preferred. This preferred measurement is the electrical
resistivity, p, o f a material, which is measured in ohm meters (O-m or ohm-m), and is
related to the sh^ie of the object by the following relationship:
p  = —  Eqn. 3.5
where R is resistance as previously defined, A is the cross-sectional area through which 
the current flows, and L is the length of the object. By using this size-independent 
measurement, distinction can be made between different materials without having to 
consider the shape or size of the materials subjected to the measurement.
The reciprocal of resistance is conductance, which is measured in mhos (“mho” is 
“ohm” spelled backwards) or Siemens. Thus, an electrical resistance of 100 ohms is equal 
to a conductance o f 0.01 mhos or 0.01 Siemens. As with its reciprocal, this measurement 
is dependent on the shtqie and size of the sample tested, so a measure independent of 
geometry has to be introduced. The conductivity, <r, is defined as the reciprocal of 
resistivity. The units of conductivity are mhos per meter or Siemens per meter.
Most rocks and minerals are electrical insulators of very high resistivity. The 
conduction of electricity through a rock or soil takes place mostly through moisture-filled 
pores and other spaces within the rock, not through the rock material itself. Thus, the
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electrical conductivity of geological materials is determined by porosity, moisture 
content, concentratkm of electrolytes in the pore fluid, and temperature and phase state of 
the fluid (McNeill, 1980). Therefore, in a soil where the moisture content is high, the 
conductivity will be higher than in a soil where the moisture content is low. For example, 
rainfall on a dry surfece soil will not immediately increase the moisture content o f the 
soil since some of the water will nut off and the remaining water will only slowly work 
its way downward through the soil However, after some time, the soil will have absorbed 
some of the moisture and the conductivity will increase. Therefore, two sanqtles o f the 
same soil located in areas o f different hiunidhy will show slightly different conductivity 
since the moisture from the air is absorbed by the soil and ev^xtration rates differ.
Since temperature affects the viscosity of fluids, the ionic mobility, which 
controls the electrical conductivity of the fluid, is dependent on the temperature of the 
soil. A higher tenqierature will increase the conductivity of a soil. Therefore, shallow 
measiuements made in the arid envirorunent during the sununer might yield different 
results than those obtained over the same area during the winter.
3.3.1 The Electrical Resistivity Method
The following is a brief description of the principles and equipment used to 
conduct an investigation using the electrical resistivity method. For more detail, see 
Sharma (1997) or Reynolds (1997).
3.3.1.1 Operating Principles o f Earth Resistivity Meters
By introducing a current of known frequency and intensity to the earth through a 
conductor (electrode), connected to an energy source, at a known location and measuring 
the resulting distribution o f potential around the current-carrying electrodes, the
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variations in the electrical properties o f  the subsurface materials can be measured. If the 
underlying soil is homogeneous, the resistivity measured is the actual resistivity of the 
soil. If the underlying soil is heterogeneous, the measured resistivity value is an average 
of the true resistivities, and is known as the apparent resistivity. By varying the electrode 
spacings and offsets, a contour map o f  the ^parent resistivity of the soil showing the 
variations in the apparent resistivity with depth and lateral position along a vertical slice 
can be constructed. This is called a pseudosection. Then, an inversion can be performed 
to create a “true” resistivity image of the subsurface.
The apparent resistivity, p., as described by Reynolds (1997), is the product of the 
measured resistance, R, and a geometric fector, K, and is calculated as
Pa=KR. Eqn. 3.6
The geometric fector varies depending on the electrode configuration used in the 
array, and is defined by the expression
1 1 1 1 Eqn. 3.7
AM MB AN NB_ 
where A and B denote current carrying electrodes, M and N denote potential electrodes, 
and, e.g., AM refers to the distances between the current carrying electrode A and the 
potential electrode M in an array.
Several electrode configurations are commonly used (e.g., Wenner,
Schlumberger, and dipole-dipole). For the dipole-dipole configuration, shown in Fig. 3.3, 
four electrodes are placed in a straight line, with the current-carrying and potential 
electrodes separated in pairs, known as dipoles, such that the distance between the
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electrodes in each pair is small conqiared to the distance between the electrode pairs. The 
geometric fector for this configuration is calculated by:
K = m{n + 1X« + 2)a Eqn. 3.8
where a is the distance between the electrodes in a pair, which is the dipole spacing; and 
n is the number of dipole spacings between the dipoles, otherwise described as the dipole 
separation.
3.3.1.2 Electrical Resistivity; Data Collection and Reduction
The electrical resistivity investigations for this research were conducted using the 
Sting/SwiA Earth Resistivity System constructed by Advanced Geosciences, Inc (AGI). 
The system consists of a Sting R1 memory earth resistivity imit. Swift automatic 
electrode switching system inter&ce box. Swift general purpose cable set with 28 
electrodes, and stainless steel electrode stakes. Stainless steel stakes were planted in the 
ground in linear arrays at a regular interval, the electrode spacing, which was determined 
depending on the available space at the particular site location and on the desired 
resolution and depth of penetration. A larger separation of the two electrodes in a pair 
will effectively increase the depth of penetration. Before the actual testing was begun at 
each array, a contact resistivity test was performed to ensure that the stakes were in 
proper contact with the ground. In some cases, salt water was added to the area around 
the stake in question in order to decrease the resistance between the stake and the 
surrounding soil, and in one case, an additional stake was used to enhance the contact 
between the ground and the electrode (Fig. 3.4). The anwunt of salt water needed varied 
from she to she, since the dryness of the surfece soils varied. The amount of salt used 
was ^proximately one to two tablespoons per four Ihers of water. For the tests at the
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LVSP, between one half and one liter of salt water was added for each stake as needed. 
Once the resistance was down to an acceptable level, less than 2 kQ, and preferably less 
than 1 kO, the actual test was conducted. In some cases, the initial resistance was 
approximately 100 kO, and in others it was satisfactory without the need to add salt 
water.
When the contact resistance is satisfoctory, the testing is begun. By automatically 
controlling the electrode pairs in use, the system sequerKes through all possible 
configurations and records the potentials automatically in the data recorder. An apparent 
resistivity value is then calculated and recorded.
In order to create an image of the “true” resistivity of the soU, an inversion was 
performed using the commercially available corrqsuter program RES2DINV, version 3. 
The program contains an iterative forward modeling subroutine to calculate apparent 
resistivity values fi'om an assumed starting model using a non-linear least-squares 
optimization technique (Loke, 2000).
The result of the inversion is presented as three plots: the measured apparent 
resistivity pseudosection (the experimental data gathered in the field), the modeled 
resistivity section, and the calculated apparent resistivity, based on the modeled section. 
This process can be corryared to that of the SASW method, such that the measured 
apparent resistivity corresponds to the experimental dispersion curve, the modeled 
resistivity to the shear wave velocity profile, and the calculated apparent resistivity to the 
matched theoretical dispersion curve. For each iteration in the inversion, the root-mean- 
square error (RMS) is also displayed, indicating the success of the inversion in matching 
the model to the experimental data.
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In order to confirm that the dipole-dipole electrode configuration was the most 
suitable for lateral variations (Reynolds, 1997, and Sharma, 1997), a study was conducted 
at the Engineering Geophysics Test She located on the University of Nevada. Las Vegas 
canopus. Three electrode configurations were used: dipole-dipole, Wenner, and 
Schlumberger. The electrodes were not moved between the subsequent tests. An 
electrode spacing of 2 meters was used. The inverted profiles for the dipole-dipole, 
Wermer, and Schlumberger electrode configurations are shown in Fig. 3.5. As expected, 
the Wenner and Schlumberger profiles indicate the layering of the soil more clearly, 
while the dipole-dipole profile emphasizes lateral variations in the soil. Note that the 
resistivity ranges from ^ roxim ately 5 to 400 ohm-m.
3.3.2 The Electromagnetic Conductivity Method
The following is a description of the principles and equipment used to conduct an 
investigation using the electromagnetic conductivity method. For more information, see 
Sharma (1997).
3.3.2.1 Operating Principles of Terrain Conductivity Meters
The terrain conductivity meter, used to collect electromagnetic data, is a valuable 
diagnostic tool. It yields a contoiu* map showing the apparent conductivity o f the area 
tested very rapidly and without any ground contact.
The following description of the prmciples of operation of terrain conductivity 
measuring devices is paraphrased from a technical note provided by Geonics, Ltd. 
(McNeill, 1980).
The principle of the measurement of the conductivity of the earth with the terrain 
conductivity meter is based on the induction of electromagnetic fields in the subsurface.
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If a transmitter coil is energized by alternating current close to or on the ground surface, 
it induces a primary electromagnetic field, Hp, in the soil. This primary field induces 
small currents in the soil which create a secondary electromagnetic field, Hs. The 
primary and secondary fields are sensed by a second coil, a receiver coil. Depending on 
the orientation of the coils, which can be vertical (V) or horizontal (//), the ratio of the 
secondary to the primary field varies according to the following equations:
fp-]^+9js+4{jsy +(jsy]^ ^ }
r  Hs] =  2
H
Eqn. 3.9
Eqn. 3.10
where s is the coil separation, and y = ^iajpQtr, where angular frequency,
/4>=electrical permeability of free space, and / = .
The skin depth, fi, is the distance that a plane wave has traveled in the half-space 
when the amplitude of the wave has been attenuated to 1/e of the amplitude it had at the 
siufoce, and is given as
y
It then follows that
o
Eqn. 3.11
Eqn. 3.12
If «  1, as is true for the 3.66 m coil separation of the EM-31, the ratios of the 
secondary to the primary fields reduce to
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f"-l
r
Eqn. 3.13
4
The reading taken with the instrument, the tqiparent conductivity a., is then
< T „  = Eqn. 3.14
where the secondary to primary field ratio is the imaginary, or out-of-phase, component. 
This is also called the quadrature phase conqx>nent, and is the only conqxment reported 
in this thesis. The measurement is the apparent, and not the true conductivity, since it is 
based on the response of the entire sample to be measured, which is heterogeneous.
3.3.2.2 Terrain Cotxluctivity, Data Collection aixi Reduction
The electromagnetic conductivity measurements were conducted using the 
Geonics EM-31 terrain conductivity meter. It consists of a transmitter coil and a receiver 
coil attached to a recording device, called a polycorder or datalogger. The coils are fixed 
at the opposite ends of a boom, which places them 3.66 m apart. The depth penetration of 
this instrument depends on the orientation of the coils, the dipole orientation. If the coils 
are held in a horizontal position, also called a vertical dipole, the depth of penetration is 
approximately 6 m, with the bulk of the measurement being contributed by the soil in the 
upper 4.5 m (ASCE, 1998). The horizontal dipole provides half that depth penetration. 
Data collection with the EM-31 is accomplished by one person who walks with the 
instrument carried at waist level. Measurements o f apparent conductivity can be recorded 
either automatically at a fixed time interval or manually.
In the automatic mode, the data are recorded at set time intervals, and the operator 
walks along the survey line while the data logger continuously records the readings. At
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the end of the line, the operator resets the instrument for a new reading, turns around and 
moves over to the next line and starts walking and recording. This procedure is repeated 
until the whole grid has been covered. In manual mode, readings are initiated manually 
by the operator at predetermined points on the grid imtil the grid has been covered. Both 
modes were used in this study.
The recorded readings are downloaded to a conqiuter. Using contouring software, 
the apparent conductivity of the subsurface can be displayed as a horizontal profile. The 
contouring software used for this study was Surfer®, version 7 by Golden Software. Inc. 
The algorithm used to perform the contouring was the Natural Neighbor interpolation 
algorithm. This is an exact interpolator with which data points are honored exactly when 
the data point coincides with the grid node being interpolated, and no contouring lines are 
created outside the area where data points exist, therefore eliminating extrapolation 
(Golden Software, 1999). For a conqilete mathematical explanation of the Natural 
Neighbor interpolation method, please see Sibson, 1981.
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Figure 3.1. SASW testing setup. S denotes source location, R receiver location, and d 
spacing.
Frequency, Hz
Figure 3.2. Conceptual results of stuface-based seismic cavity detection measurements 
(From Sundquist and Luke, 2001b).
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Figure 3.3. Dipole-dipole electrode configuration. A and B denote current-carrying 
electrodes. M and N denote potential electrodes. The dipole spacing is denoted by a, and 
the dipole separation is na.
Figure 3.4. Additional stake used to decrease resistance between electrode and soil.
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Figure 3.5. Inverted electrical resistivity profiles from an investigation conducted at the 
Engineering Geophysics Test She at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. The inverted 
profiles from the dipole-dipole, Wenner, and Schlumberger electrode configurations are 
shown from top to bottom.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA COLLECTION AND PRESENTATION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the layout and configuration of the different arrays at the different 
locations across the LVSP and procedures used for data collection are discussed, both 
from the intrusive drilling and from the non-intrusive geophysical investigations. The 
conditions at the she at the time the testing took place are also provided.
The borehole logs and the graphical representations, including inverted 
interpretations, of the collected data are presented in Appendices A and B, respectively.
4.2 General Description of Testing at the LVSP
The geophysical testing at the LVSP was conducted in nine different areas spread 
across the LVSP. The different areas, and the survey arrays located within each area, are 
summarized in Table 4.1. The locations of the different investigations across the LVSP 
are illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The techniques used at each different area are summarized in Table 4.2. The dates 
on which testing was performed at each area are also indicated in Table 4.2.
The areas to be investigated were selected during discussions whh Erin Cole, then 
senior hydrologist at the Las Vegas Valley Water District. The investigative technique 
used at each area was dictated by the specific target at each area. For exanq)le, no 
fissuring was suspected on the Spring Mound, so the only seismic technique used at that
30
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Table 4.1. Summary of surveyed areas and array designations within those areas.
Area Name Array Designations Comments
Spring Mound SMI, SM2, SM3, 
SMS, SML
Includes testing conducted on top of the Spring 
Mound.
Spring Mound 
Road
SMR Includes testing conducted on a road located 
north of the Spring Mound.
North of 
Reservoir
N1,N2 Includes testing conducted in the area just 
north of a 30 MG reservoir.
East of Reservoir El Includes testing conducted in the area just east 
of a 30 MG reservoir.
Edge of Fill EOF Includes testing conducted at the edge of a 
filled area, where a small sinkhole is forming.
Cavern C1,C2 Includes testing conducted in the area adjacent 
to a pre-existing cavern.
Subsidence Bowl SBl, SB2 Includes testing conducted in the area 
surrounding historic Well No. 5. where 
subsidence is as much as 1.5 m. and many 
fissures are found.
Fissure F1,F2 Includes testing conducted over a known 
fissure for purposes of ground truth, in the 
Subsidence Bowl area.
EM Anomaly EMI, EM2 Includes testing conducted over a large 
electromagnetic anomaly discovered earlier 
(MGC, 1998).
site was the SASW method. The Fissure area is the only area selected strictly for ground 
truth, and not for hazards investigation.
The terrain conductivity meter was not available from the beginning of the 
project, so it was used only in three areas. North and East of the Reservoir, and the 
Fissure in the Subsidence Bowl, which were surveyed in the later part of the project.
4.3 Intrusive Investigations at the LVSP
Drilling was conducted at seven locations across the LVSP, as summarized in 
Table 4.2 with locations and depths partially based on the geophysical data collected. 
Some locations within the Spring Mound, Cavern, and EM Anomaly areas were not
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accessible due to the potential for damage by the drill rig. No drilling was permitted in 
the Subsidence Bowl. The location of each drillhole is indicated in Fig. 4.2. The drilling, 
using a 4-in. hoUow-stem auger, was conducted by Geotechnical & Environmental 
Services (GES), Inc., and included two sets of closely-spaced cased and grouted 
boreholes, designed for seismic crosshole testing. These tests have been conducted but 
are not part of the scope for this thesis.
4.4 Site Conditions and Geophysical Measurements at the LVSP
The following sections describe each site and the geophysical testing performed at 
that location. The results are analyzed in Chapter S, and can also be found in Appendix B.
4.4.1 She Condhions and Testing Layout at the Spring Mound
The Spring Motmd is located in the south central portion of the LVSP, and is a 
very senshive area archaeologically. The stn-foce soils at this she are silty sand whh 
patches of cemented soils spread across the surface. A road crosses the Spring Mound in 
an east-to-west direction. The top of the Spring Mound has a depression in the center, 
where the spring water once surfoced. This area was selected to investigate the structure 
of the Spring Mound.
Three SASW and two electrical resistivity arrays were laid out at this she, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
SASW tests were conducted on the Spring Mound for Arrays SMI, SM2 and 
SM3, whh spacings of 0.5,1 ,2 ,4  and 8 m. The maximiun spacing was limhed by the 
source energy that could be provided whh a sledgehammer, since the she was not 
accessible to vehicles. SASW data for all longer spacings for all arrays were consistently 
scattered and showed low velochy.
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Resistivity testing on the Spring Mound was conducted on Array SM2 using two 
electrode spacings. The first test used a 6-m spacing which placed the first electrode at 
the road passing the Motmd on the west side and the last electrode on the edge o f the toad 
passing the Motmd on the east side. This made for an array that was 162 m long, which 
enabled a depth resolution of approximately 2.5 to 10 m. The second test used a spacing 
of 2 m which enabled a depth resolution of t^proximately 1 to 7 m. Due to the extremely 
hard ground across the Mound, it was difficult to get good contact between the stakes and 
the ground, and many stakes had to be replanted several times before satisfactory contact 
was achieved as described in Chuter 3.
4.4.2 Site Conditions and Testing Layout at the Spring Mound Road
The Spring Mound Road is located just north of the Spring Mound, and is a gravel 
road, with intermittent patches of cemented materials along the road surfiice. This area 
was investigated to determine the soil structure at the bottom of the Spring Mound.
One SASW and electrical resistivity array. Array SMR, was laid out at this site, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
SASW testing performed on the Spring Mound Road provided an opportunity to 
maximize depth of resolution by using the largest possible receiver spacing. Testing on 
Array SMR was conducted with receiver spacings o f0.5,1.2,4,8,16,32,60, and 120 
m. For all spacings larger than 8 m, the bulldozer was used as a source. The bulldozer 
provided enough energy to record waves with wavelengths up to 110 m, which permitted 
resolution of the shear wave velocity profile to approximately 50 m depth.
Resistivity testing on the Spring Mound Road for Array SMR was conducted 
using a 3.5 m electrode spacing, which enabled a depth resolution of approximately 1.5 to
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3 m. It was very difficult to collect resistivity data due to the extreme hardness of the 
ground sur&ce at this location. It was not possible to plant the electrode stakes deeper 
than qjproximately 10 cm, and it proved difficult to keep the electrode stakes in good 
contact with the ground, even with the use of salt water.
4.4.3 Site Conditions and Testing Layout East of the Reservoir
The area east o f the reservoir is located in the west central portion o f the LVSP. 
The surface soils in this area consist of gravelly fill and clay. This area was investigated 
to provide design support for a planned pump station.
SASW and electrical resistivity testing were conducted on Array El (Fig. 4.4). In 
addition, a conductivity grid enconqjassed the array.
SASW tests were conducted with receiver spacings of 0.5,1,2,4, 8, 16, and 32 
m. Due to accessibility restrictions, the bulldozer could not be used as a source. This 
limited the maximum spacing that could be used on this array to about half that of the 
arrays located in the North area. It should be noted that data were collected for a 32-m 
spacing using a sledge hammer, which is usually not possible. The depth of resolution on 
Array El was approximately 20 m.
Resistivity imaging was conducted on Array El using a 4-m electrode spacing, 
which provided a depth of resolution from approximately 2 to 20 m.
Conductivity measurements were conducted on one grid in the East area, aligned 
north to south. A 2-m survey line separation was used, and the data were collected using 
the automatic mode. The total area surveyed was 30 m wide by 80 m long.
Approximately 300 points were collected for each line.
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4.4.4 Site Conditions and Testing Layout North of the Reservoir
The sur&ce soils in the area north of the reservoir consist of the same materials as 
those found in the area east of the reservoir, mainly gravelly fill and clays. This area was 
investigated to provide design support for a planned water reservoir expansion.
Two SASW and two electrical resistivity arrays, N1 and N2, were laid out in this 
area, in addition to a conductivity grid, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
SASW tests were conducted in the North area on Arrays NI and N2. Receiver 
spacings o f0.5,1,2,4, 8, 16,32,64 and 80 m were used on Array N2. The 80-m spacing 
was used instead of the 120-m spacing due to accessibility restrictions for the bulldozer. 
The same spacings were used on Array Nl, except that no 32 m spacing was used 
because bulldozer access was impossible. Array N2 was angled so that the bulldozer 
could be used for as many spacings as possible. The maximum receiver spacing was 
dictated by the areas accessible to the bulldozer, which was used as a source for the larger 
spacings.
Resistivity testing in the North area was conducted on Arrays Nl and N2, using 
an electrode spacing of 5 m. This made for arrays that were 135 m long, which enabled a 
depth resolution from approximately 3 to 25 m.
The effective area surveyed by terrain conductivity meter was 130 by 50 m. A 
survey line separation of 2 m was used. Data were collected using the automatic mode. 
The survey lines were aligned in a east-west direction. Measurements in the north area 
were separated into two adjacent grids which were later tied together on the computer. 
Two grids were used to shorten the distance the operator had to walk, and to ensure that 
the operator could keep to the survey lines without straying off course. Approximately
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500 points were collected for each line. Large concrete box culverts located in the 
northeastern part of the area made surveying in their vicinity impossible.
4.4.5 Site Conditions and Testing Layout at the Edge of Fill
The Edge of Fill area is located in the northern central part of the LVSP. The soil 
at this she is mainly fill from other parts of the LVSP. At the surfoce, the soil is mainly 
sihy clayey sand, but patches of discarded concrete and asphah rubble are spread across 
the she. This she was chosen to investigate the small sinkhole located between Sta. 12 
and 18.
One surface-based seismic cavity detection and electrical resistivity array. Array 
EOF, was laid out at this she, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
Surfoce-based seismic cavity detection for Array EOF was performed for Sta. 4 to 
22, using a 4-m receiver spacing and a 2-m offset.
Resistivity testing at the Edge of Fill on Array EOF was conducted using a 3.5 m 
electrode spacing, which enabled a depth resolution from approximately 0.2 to 1.6 m.
4.4.6 She Conditions and Testing Layout at the Cavern
At the Cavern area, a cavhy, approximately 15 m wide and 15 m deep, opened up 
unexpectedly under a thin caliche cap, prior to the testing performed for this research.
The cavity has since been filled, and the area fenced off. The cavern is believed to have 
been formed by piping action of water, released from the back-washing of nearby wells. 
The existence o f this cavern prompted the investigation at this location. The surfece 
material in the Cavern area ranges from hard, cemented soils, to sihy sand whh gravel.
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Two SASW and electrical arrays. Arrays Cl and C2, were laid out at this site, 
directly east of the known cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. These locations were chosen 
to determine whether another large cavern existed in this area.
Sur&ce-based seismic cavity detection at the Cavern area for Array C1 was 
performed from Sta. 4 to 120. Data from some stations (6 through 10,50 through 54. and 
120) are missing, possibly due to a dirty disk drive. The offset for Sta. 84 to 116 was 
changed from 2 m to 4 m due to difiicuh accessibility in this area. Station 77 was used 
instead of station 78 for the same reason. Surfoce-based seismic cavity detection at the 
Cavern area for Array C2 was performed for Sta. 4 to 56. Data from some stations are 
missing (Sta. 18, and Sta. 46 through 56), again possibly due to a dirty disk drive.
The electrical resistivity measurements on Arrays Cl and C2 were conducted 
using electrode spacings of 4.5 m for the longer array. Cl, and 2 m for the shorter array, 
C2. The depth resolution on Array Cl was from 2 to 9 m, and from 1 to 6 m on Array C2.
4.4.7 Site Conditions and Testing Layout at the Subsidence Bowl
The Subsidence Bowl is located at the northern edge of the LVSP. The surfoce 
soil in this area consists of silt and sand with some gravel, and is very soft and dry. 
Numerous fissures of varying length and alignment are visible in the area, which 
pron^ted the investigations at this location.
Two arrays were laid out at this site. SASW measurements were conducted on 
Array SBl, surfoce-based seismic cavity detection measurements were conducted on 
Array SB2, and electrical resistivity measurements were conducted on both arrays, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
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SASW measurements on Array SBl were performed for spacings of 0.5, 1.2.4.
8, 16, and 29 meters. For the 16 m spacing, the center point was moved 21 m north in 
order to use the bulldozer on the road. The 29-m-spacing measurement was centered 
upon the original center point. The noise from the highway possibly influenced the data 
for the case where the wave propagation was to the north, by adding undesirable noise. 
Therefore, mostly data where the wave propagation was to the south were used, where 
the traffic noise might have enhanced the measurements.
Surfece-based seismic cavity detection on Array SB2 was performed for Sta. 20 
to 64. Results for Sta. 2Z Array SB2, were lost, possibly due to a dirty diskette drive. Sta. 
41 was occupied instead of Sta. 42 because a fissure restricted the placement of Sta. 42.
Resistivity testing at the Subsidence Bowl on Arrays SBl and SB2 was conducted 
using an electrode spacing of 3 m, which enabled a depth resolution from approximately 
2 to 10 m on SBl and from 1 to 5 m on SB2. The difference in depth between Arrays 
SBl and SB2 likely is due to the fact that it was not possible to achieve the same low 
contact resistance between the electrodes and the ground on Array SB2 as on SBl.
4.4.8 Site Conditions and Testing Layout at the Fissure
The Fissure area is located on the eastern edge o f the Subsidence Bowl. The 
surface soil in this area consists of silt and sand with some gravel, and is very soft and 
dry. The targeted fissure has intermittent surface expression over its 20-m length. Near 
the test location, it was probed to a depth of 2.8 m from the ground surface. The fissure 
was excavated after the testing was con^leted, in order to determine its structure. It is 
approximately 0.2 m across at its widest point, narrowing with increasing depth. The
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lower part of the fissure is backfilled whh loose soil. A cross sectional view of the fissure 
is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Two arrays, FI and F2, and a grid used for electromagnetic conductivhy 
measurements, were laid out at this she, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Surface-based seismic 
cavhy detection measurements were conducted on Arrays FI and F2, while electrical 
resistivity measurements were conducted only on Array F I. Array F2 was located 
approximately 1 m east o f Array FI.
The seismic data were collected along Array FI using a O.S-m offset, whh 0.5- 
and I-m spacings between receivers, and along Array F2 using a 1-m spacing.
Electrical resistivity measurements were conducted along Array FI using a I-m 
electrode spacing. The depth of resolution is approximately 0.5 to 5 m.
The electromagnetic conductivity survey was conducted on a 1-m by 1-m grid, 
covering the fissure and parts of Arrays FI and F2. The data were collected using the 
manual mode.
4.4.9 She Condhions and Testing Layout at the EM Anomaly
The EM Anomaly is named based on a report by Micro Geophysics Corporation 
(MGC, 1999), in which electromagnetic conductivity surveys in this area indicated a 
large, low conductivity anomaly. This area is in the eastern part of the LVSP, along the 
northern edge. The surfece material in the area of the Large EM Anomaly appears similar 
to that in the Subsidence Bowl, silt whh sand and some gravel.
Three arrays were laid out in this area. Arrays EMI, EM2, and EM3, as illustrated 
in Fig. 4.11. SASW measurements were conducted on all three arrays, while, due to time
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limitations, electrical resistivity measurements were conducted only on Arrays EMI, and 
EM2.
SASW testing was conducted on Array EMI with receiver spacings of 0.5,1.2,4, 
18, and 30 no. The tests for largest spacings o f 18 and 30 m were performed with the D3C 
bulldozer as a source. This was done in one direction only due to accessibility 
restrictions. For the 30 m spacing, the center was shifted 18 m south in order to keep the 
bulldozer on the road.
SASW testing on Array EM2 was conducted with receiver spacings of 0.5, 1,2.4. 
8,14 and 21 m. The tests for largest spacings o f 14 and 21 m were performed with the 
D3C bulldozer as a source. The center was shifted 10.5 m south for the 21 m spacing.
Due to accessibility restrictions, the testing was done in only one direction for the 14 and 
21 m spacings.
SASW testing on Array EM3 was, due to time limitations, conducted with only 
two spacings of 18 and 27.5 m, with the D3C bulldozer as a source. Because no data were 
collected for shorter spacings, the dispersion ciuve was not completed and no theoretical 
ciuve was fitted to h. This is discussed further in Chapter 5.
Resistivity testing on Array EMI was conducted using an electrode spacing of
2.5 m which enabled a depth resolution fi*om approximately 1 to 14 m.
The resistivity testing on Array EM2 was conducted using an electrode spacing of 
1 m, which enabled a depth resolution from approximately 0.2 to 2 m. The dry surfoce 
material at the site made it extremely hard to get good contact between the electrode 
stakes and the ground.
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Figure 4.1. Site map showing the locations of the investigated areas.
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1. Array SM2, Sta. 82
2. Array SMR, Sta. 57, 60,63
3. Array El, Sta. 18,46
4. Array Nl, Sta. 105, 108, 111
5. Array N2, Sta. 48
6. Array EOF, Sta. 19
7. Array Cl, Sta. 3, 72
8. Array EMI, Sta. 35
Figure 4.2. Drilling locations across the LVSP.
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Figure 4.3. Layout of testing on the Spring Mound and on Spring Mound Road. Green 
lines indicate electrical resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW 
measurements. Circles indicate end- and mid- points o f arrays.
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Figure 4.4. Layout of testing in the area East o f the Reservoir. Green lines indicate 
electrical resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW measurements. Circles 
indicate end- and mid- points of arrays. Red indicates the outline of the electromagnetic 
conductivity test area.
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Figure 4.5. Layout of testing in the area North of the Reservoir. Green lines indicate 
electrical resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW measurements. Circles 
indicate end- and mid- points of arrays. Red indicates the outline of the electromagnetic 
conductivity test area.
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Figure 4.6. Layout of testing in the Edge of Fill area. Green lines indicate electrical 
resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW measurements. Circles indicate 
end-points of arrays.
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Figure 4.7. Layout of testing in the Cavern area The red lines indicate the location of 
both the surfece-based seismic cavity detection and the electrical resistivity 
measurements. Circles indicate end-points of arrays.
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Figure 4.8. Layout of testing in the Subsidence Bowl. Green lines indicate electrical 
resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW measurements, red lines indicate 
sur&ce-based seismic cavity detection. Circles indicate end- and mid- points o f arrays.
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Figure 4.9. Cross sectional view of the fissure (from Sundquist and Luke, 2001b).
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Figure 4.10. Layout of testing at the Fissure. Green lines indicate electrical resistivity 
measurements, blue lines indicate surface-based seismic cavity detection. Circles indicate 
end- and mid- points of arrays. Red indicates the outline of the electromagnetic 
conductivity test area.
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Figure 4.11. Layout o f testing at the EM Anomaly. Green lines indicate electrical 
resistivity measurements, blue lines indicate SASW measurements Circles indicate end- 
and mid- points of arrays.
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CHAPTERS 
INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the interpretation and the analysis of the collected data from the 
Las Vegas Springs Preserve, both from the intrusive drilling and from the non-intrusive 
geophysical investigations, are presented. This includes the conqiarison and correlation of 
the results from the different methods. The effectiveness of each method is also 
discussed. Effectiveness of the methods in characterizing the soil profile is considered 
first. Next, the effectiveness of the methods in detecting cavities is considered. Special 
consideration is given to SASW inversion and range o f values.
5.2 Soil Characterization
In the following sections, the apparent soil layering at the Las Vegas Springs 
Preserve, as determined throt%h seismic and electrical surveys, is discussed. The 
correlation between the seismic and electrical methods is also discussed, as is the 
effectiveness of the methods in describing the soil structure as discovered through 
drilling.
53
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5.2.1 Conqjarisonof SASW, Electrical Resistivity, and Drilling
This section describes how the results o f the two non-intrusive methods compare 
to the ground truth obtained through the drilling.
5.2.1.1 Conq»arison, Spring Mound
The following discussion of the investigations at the Spring Mound draws upon a 
conference paper that was published earlier this year by Stmdquist and Luke (2001a).
When the SASW measurements from the Spring Mound are conqyared to the 
borehole log (Fig. 5.1), it is clear that the combined results o f the two methods provide a 
more conq)lete picture o f the subsurfoce than the use of a single method alone would, 
since the drilling provides data at a single point and the SASW method averages over an 
area that broadens with depth. The seismic data do indicate that the Spring Mound 
consists of a stiffer upper zone, underlain by a less stiff zone. The electrical resistivity 
measurements did not indicate the soil layering found through the drilling and seismic 
measurements, but this was not surprising since the dipole-dipole electrode configuration, 
which is designed to emphasize lateral variations rather than vertical variations, was used. 
Also, the shallow layers do not appear because the resistivity profiles do not yield results 
shallower than 1 m. On Array SML, the longer array on the Spring Mound, the resistivity 
ranges from low, approximately 0.2 ohm-m, to a high around 900 ohm-m (Fig. 5.1). The 
depth of the profile ranges from approximately 2 to 14 m. The higher resistivities 
dominate the upper half o f the profile, with inclusions of even higher resistivity, while the 
lower resistivities are foiuxi at the bottom of the profile. There is also a higher resistivity 
inclusion located between Sta. 66 and 84 at a depth of 5 to 10 m. This correlates well to 
the center o f the Spring Mound, where a depression is left from the well activity. A
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spring mound is created when groundwater pressure builds up beneath the surfece, 
ultimately forcing the water to e s c ^  to the sur&ce through feuhs and fracture zones. 
When the water is discharged from the subsurfece through artesian pressure, it displaces 
sediments and creates a pool of water and loose sediments, surrounded by a rim of soil A 
cross-section of a spring mound might reveal an inverted bowl, with a core o f softer 
materials in the center (de Narvaez, 1995).
The higher-resistivity inclusions at the top of the profile located between Sta. 42 
and 60, and 76 and 85 correlate with the outer ring o f the depression. The location of the 
borehole at Sta. 82 was based on the high-resistivity inclusions found between Sta. 76 
and 85, indicating dry arxl stiff materials at this location, wiiich is corroborated by the 
geophysical measurements.
The results from the shorter Array SMS, indicate similar findings, with 
resistivities ranging from a low of 0.2 to a high of q)proximately 1200 ohm-m. The depth 
of the SMS profile ranges from 1 to 8 m. The distribution o f the high- and the low- 
resistivity zones is the same with the higher resistivity at the upper part o f the profile and 
the lower at the bottom of the profile, with the exception o f the higher resistivity 
inclusion located at the center of the Spring Mound, between Sta. 66 and 74, at a depth of 
4 to 8 m.
5.2.1.2 Comparison, Spring Mound Road
On Array SMR, the SASW method indicated a stiff upper layer located between 
depths of qiproximately 2 and 7 m (Fig. 5.2). The boring logs indicate that the soil 
beneath his depth is uniform, with a change from clay to sand at approximately 3 m in the 
boreholes located at Sta. 56 and 63. This is corroborated by the SASW profile, which
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indicates a decrease in shear wave velocity at this depth. This change is not found in the 
borehole located at Sta. 60. There are two shallow caliche layers indicated in the boring 
logs from Sta. 60 and 63. At Sta. 56, only a very thin layer of caliche is indicated, and 
this would suggest that the lateral variability at this location is big. The results from the 
electrical resistivity survey indicate that the resistivity ranges from 13 to 600 ohm-m, 
where the lower resistivity is located in a zone stretching the entire length of the profile, 
at depths ranging fit>m 1.5 to 4 m. Inclusions of high resistivity are scattered along the 
upper part of the profile, at depths ranging from the surfrrce down to 4 m, which is 
corroborated by the dry, cemented materials found at the surface in this area and as 
indicated by the logs from the boreholes, the positions of which were selected to target 
the high-resistivity inclusions between Sta. 55 and 64.
5.2.1.3 Conqiarison, Area East of the Reservoir
Boring logs from Array El indicate deep clay deposits interrupted by layers of 
caliche and cemented gravel. The generally uniform soil profile is indicated by the 
SASW results as a shear wave velocity increasing with depth (Fig. 5.3). The thin caliche 
layer located at depths of 3 to 3.5 m is not indicated, and is not specifically indicated in 
the resistivity profile either, but is rather part of a high resistivity zone. The cemented 
sand and gravel layer, located between a depth of 12 and 16 m, is at the bottom of the 
depth of resolution for the SASW measurements, and is, as expected, not indicated by the 
SASW measurements. The increase in resistivity at the bottom of the electrical resistivity 
profile might be an indication of this layer. The resistivity ranges from 10 to 
^proximately 800 ohm-m. th e  depth range of the profile is 2 to 20 m. The area contains 
sporadic pockets o f resistive media at the surfece, down to approximately 5 m, beneath
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which lies a uniformly less resistive soil. The low resistivity zone is most likely moist 
soil, which suggests that there might be some leakage from the reservoir, located west of 
this array. The borehole log indicates moist to wet clay in this zone, and a groundwater 
level at qqrroximately 4 m, which corresponds well to the depth at which lateral 
variability ceases in the resistivity profile. The results of the electromagnetic conductivity 
investigation in this area are discussed in section 5.2.2.
5.2.1.4 Comparison, Area North o f the Reservoir
The borings on Array Nl were placed at the center o f the SASW measurements, 
and the boring logs indicate the presence of stiff materials located at depths down to 3 m 
(Fig. 5.4). These materials are indicated by the SASW results, which show a series o f 
distinct increases in shear wave velocity down to ^proximately 5 m. The resistivity 
profile indicates the presence of higher resistivity materials at a depth of approximately 2 
to 5 m. Below this depth, the boring logs indicate mostly sandy and sihy clays whh 
intermittent layers of cemented materials. The caliche layer located at approximately 16 
m depth is indicated in the SASW profile as an increase in the shear wave velochy. The 
boring logs do not indicate much lateral variability at this location. The caliche layer 
found at a depth o f approximately 8 m appears in all three boring as does the shallow 
caliche/gravel layer at a depth of ^ proximately 0.5 m. The stiff to soft contrast indicated 
in the SASW profile are likely indications o f the alternating layering found in the boring 
logs.
On Array N2, the borehole log indicates a soil profile similar to those from Array 
N l, whh clays down to a depth of 15 m. The presence of a stiff, high velocity layer at a 
depth of 5 to 6 m (Fig. 5.4), is indicated by the SASW method as an increase in velochy.
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The ground water level is also indicated at this depth. On Array N2, the borehole location 
was based on the high-resistivity inclusion located between Sta. 42 and 52, at a depth of 6 
to 24 m. This inclusion could have been caused by the caliche layer located at a depth of 
5 to 6 m. On Arrays Nl and N2, the resistivity ranges from a low of 2 on Array Nl and 
0.7 on Array N2 iq) to q>proximately 7,000 and 3,000 ohm-m for Arrays Nl and N2 
respectively. The maximum depth o f the profiles is 25 m. In general, both profiles 
contain localized pockets of high resistivity to a depth of approximately 5 m, surrounded 
by a low resistivity zone, which extends down to ^proximately 15 m. Below, the 
resistivity increases to ^proximateiy 600 ohm-m at a maximum depth of resolution of 25 
m. The low resistivity zone is likely indicating moist soil, resulting from leakage from the 
reservoir which might have wetted the soil at a depth of 5 to 20 m. This is corroborated 
by the boring logs, which indicate groundwater at a depth of 5 m.
5.2.1.5 Conqiarison, Subsidence Bowl
Since no drilling was allowed in the Subsidence Bowl, a comparison can only be 
made between the results of the SASW and the electrical resistivity investigations 
conducted along Array SBl (Fig. 5.5). The SASW method indicates a continuously 
increasing stififiiess from the surfece down to the bottom of the profile. The electrical 
resistivity results indicate that the resistivity range is narrow, and generally lower than in 
other areas surveyed, ranging from a low of 0.2 to a high of approximately 300 ohm-m. 
The maximum depth of the profile is 9 m. The profile indicates scattered inclusions of 
higher resistivity, located along the surfece. A low-resistivity zone stretches along the 
entire profile, at a depth between 1 and 8 m. The general lack o f variability at this site 
indicates that there are no layers o f cemented soil present.
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5.2.1.6 Conq)arison, EM Anomaly
When compared to the ground truth on Array EMI the SASW results indicate the 
presence of a soil profile with increasing stififiiess with depth, which is indicated in the 
borehole log as silt at the surfiice, underlain by clay (Fig. 5.6). The borehole was located 
at the center of the SASW measurements. The shear wave velocity profile for Array EM2 
indicates a similar profile with increasing stififiiess with depth. For Array EM I, the 
resistivity ranges from low, approximately 2 ohm-m, to very high, approximately 6,000 
ohm-m. The maximum depth o f the profile is 15 m. A low resistivity zone stretches from 
the southern end at a depth of approximately 2 to 4 m below surface to the center o f the 
array, at a depth of approximately 3 to 10 m. This depth correlates well with the moist to 
wet clay found at that depth during drilling. The higher resistivity zone is located at the 
surface down to approximately 2 m depth, between Sta. 50 and 64, and correlates well to 
a small mound located in that area. The contents of the mound were not known, since 
intrusive investigations were not permitted, but appeared to be loose, dry materials, 
possibly fill. For Array EM2, the range of resistivity is not as broad, approximately 1 to 
500 ohm-m. The depth o f this profile is also less, only 1.8 m, but the surface soils in this 
area were much drier than those where Array EMI is located, making it very difficult to 
ensure a good contact between the electrode stakes and the soil. The resulting profile 
shows a relatively low resistivity with inclusions of higher resistivity.
5.2.1.7 Observations on the SASW Method
In this section, an alternate experimental approach used to interpret the SASW 
data collected on Arrays N l and EM2 is examined. After manual fits were completed, an 
automated scheme for linearized inversion became available. The LVSP study was used
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to compare manual fits with automated. This provkles the opportunity to assess the 
uniqueness of the solution, and the inherent variability o f the results.
The linearized inversion code, still imder development, uses an automated least 
squares minimization of error linearized inversion process created by Calderon (2000). 
This method uses a matrix inversion to match a theoretical dispersion curve to the 
experimental dispersion ciuve. The same forward model used by the manual inversion 
method is used by the automated linearized inversion method.
The linearized inversion code was implemented using two different starting 
models. The first model, from now on referred to as LI/GSM (Linearized Inversion using 
Generic Starting Model), was constructed from points picked from the experimental 
dispersion curve, assuming that the depth is approximately one third of the wavelength, 
and that the shear wave velocity is equal to the Rayleigh wave velocity. The second 
modeL fixim now on referred to as LI/MFSM (Linearized Inversion using Manual Fit as 
Starting Model), was the final model obtained from the manual fitting process. The idea 
was to determine whether the results were comparable to one another, so that the 
uniqueness of the solution could be investigated.
Two arrays were used to investigate the alternate approaches. Arrays Nl and 
EM2. These arrays were picked since they both used large SASW spacings, and because 
they were from different parts of the LVSP. The number of iterations used for the 
linearized inversion was five, since the automated inversion process results generally 
converged at this point, and the errors beyond this many iterations did not significantly 
decrease.
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When the theoretical dispersion curve is conqiared to the experimental dispersion 
curve for Array N1 (Fig. 5.7), it appears that all three ^ ro ach es for both arrays 
produced good matches. The resulting shear wave velocity profiles indicate that the 
linearized inversion approaches both correctly identified the shallow caliche layer found 
at a depth of 0.5 to 1 m, while the manual SAS W ^ proach did not. Further, it appears 
that the linearized inversion ^ proach using the generic starting model best indicates the 
presence of the second, deeper caliche layer found at a depth of 7.5 to 8.5 m, although the 
general trend is the same. The shear wave velocity profiles fi’om Array N1 indicate 
similarities between all three profiles, with the profiles fi’om the manual method and the 
LI/MFSM being very close. However, at any given depth, the shear wave velocity can 
vary by as much as 400 m/s.
The theoretical fits to the experimental dispersion curve for Array EM2 are shown 
in Fig. 5.8. Note that the experimental dispersion curve fi’om Array EM3 has been 
included on this plot. The measurements on Array EM3 did not include any short 
spacings, so the dispersion curve is not complete. These data were not used, and are 
included here only to show that both dispersion curves are similar, indicating that the soil 
layering is likely also similar, and that the soil layering found on Array EMI likely 
extends to Array EM2. In this case, the fits produced by the alternative approaches appear 
to be better than the manual fit produced in the wavelength range of 3 to 20 m. The fits 
produced through the LI/MFSM and the LI/GSM approach appear to be almost identical, 
with very small differences. The shear wave velocity profile, however, does indicate that 
there are differences between all three approaches, the biggest being that the linearized 
inversion based on the generic fit indicates the presence of a stififer layer located at a
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depth of q}proximately 5 to 7 m. Since no drilling was done on this array, the boring log 
from Array EMI is used, which does not indicate the presence of any stiff layer.
Based on the above discussion, it is evident that the solutions are not unique. In 
general, all three models produce similar results. However, the resulting shear wave 
velocity model does depend on the choice o f a starting model, and it spears that the use 
of the generic starting model produces results that more strongly indicate the presence o f 
any existing stiff layers.
S.2.1.8 Ranges of Shear Wave Velocities and Electrical Resistivity Values
The stif&ess and resistivity of the soils at the LVSP are spatially variable, and can 
also change significantly within a short distance. The ranges o f shear wave velocity 
values for different soils are listed in Table 5.1. The soil type is based on the borehole 
logs. When compared to the values for shear wave velocities presented earlier in Chapter 
4, it is apparent that the values obtained at the LVSP are somewhat different. For 
example, Sharma (1997) reports clay to have a shear wave velocity range o f590 to 1340 
m/s, while those found at the LVSP range from 260 to 860 m/s. This could be due to 
desiccation of the clays. The shear wave velocity of a dry, desiccated clay under low 
confining stresses would be lower than that of a moist or wet clay. The lower shear wave 
velocities at the LVSP are also found at shallow depths, above the water table. For dry 
sand a much closer match is found; Sharma’s range is 160 to 530 m/s while the range 
found at the LVSP is 300 to 500 m/s. For cemented materials, the value found at the 
LVSP, 300 to 1400 m/s, correlates well with that reported by Stone and Luke (2001) of 
1500 m/s. Future researchers will conqiare these numbers further to crosshole data.
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Table 5.1. Summary o f shear wave velocities for soils.
Soil Type LVSP, Vs, m/s Typical ranges, V„ m/s
Silt 100-500
Clay 260-860 590-1340 (Sharma. 1997)
Sand 300-500 160-530 (Sharma, 1997)
Cemented soils, caliche 300-1400 1500 (field)
2300 (lab) (Stone & Luke. 2001 )
A summary o f the resistivity of soils is shown in Table 5.2. The resistivities of the 
soils found at the LVSP are in general lower than the typical values reported by Sharma 
(1997). However, it is not known whether those values were obtained in a laboratory, or 
in the field. Typical ranges for all types of soil found at the LVSP were not available 
either. The range o f resistivity for clay is the closest match, 20-150 ohm-m found at 
LVSP conqrared to 4-100 ohm-m as reported by Sharma. The ranges for sand and 
cemented soils found at the LVSP, 2-400 ohm-m and 10-1000 ohm-m respectively, are 
lower than the ranges reported by Sharma. This could be due to a higher moisture content 
in the clay and the sand at the LVSP, or the chemical composition of the pore fluid, but it 
could also be due to different method for determining the resistivity. If the values 
reported by Sharma were obtained in a laboratory using an ohm-meter directly connected 
to a pure sangle o f soil, the values would be expected to be different.
Table 5.2. Summary of resistivity o f soils.
Soil Type LVSP, ohm-m 
(this study)
Typical ranges, ohm-m 
(Sharma, 1997)
Dry, firm silt 40-200
Moist/wet silt 2-20
Dry, loose silt 400-6000
Clay 20-150 4-100
Sand 2-400 500-10000
Gravel 30-570
Cemented soils, caliche 10-1000 (w et-dry) 50-10000
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5.2.2 Electromagnetic Conductivity Values and Conq)arison to Electrical Resistivity
This section describes the conductivity o f the upper soils across the LVSP, and 
conqjares results with the electrical resistivity values found at the same locations. 
Conductivity measurements were conducted at the area east o f the reservoir (Fig. 5.9), 
north of the reservoir (Fig. 5.10), and at the Fissure in the Subsidence Bowl area 
(Fig. 5.11).
The conductivity measurements at the LVSP in general indicate that the upper 
soils are generally resistive, with a conductivity around 5 to 20 mS/m (50 to 200 ohm-m 
resistivity) in the area east and north o f the reservoir, and a conductivity o f 20 to 50 
mS/m (20 to 50 ohm-m resistivity) at the Fissure site in the Subsidence Bowl area. 
Locally, these values range from -50 to 160 mS/m, but these extreme values are found in 
locations where buried pipelines and other utilities are located. For example, the buried 
cast iron pipe traversing the Fissure area indicates conductivities ranging from 160 mS/m 
down to 50 mS/m. The anomaly is wide, approximately 2.5 m, indicating that the pipe, 
with a diameter o f 0.3 m, influenced the readings significantly within approximately 2 m 
of the pipe.
The conductivity measurements compared to the resistivity in the area east o f the 
reservoir relate well, as a conductivity range of 5 to 20 mS/m converts to a resistivity 
range of 50 to 200 ohm-m, which is within the range found through the resistivity survey 
for the upper 6 m (Fig. 5.3) (recall that the conductivity meter used averages results over 
a depth of roughly 6 m). The same range, 5 to 20 mS/m and 50 to 200 ohm-m, also 
conqyares well to the resistivities found on Arrays N l, and N2, for the upper 6 m 
(Fig. 5.4). Extreme values are also fouixi where buried pipes traverse the she, with the
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exception of the pipe crossing the east side of Arrays Nl and N2. According to Erin Cole, 
this pipe is buried approximately 1.5 m deep. There is no indication of the pipe, and it 
was not possible to find any visual evidence of the pipe.
When conqjared to the results obtained by MGC (1999) using an EM-34, the 
values presented in this thesis are generally lower. MGC found values ranging fix>m 15 to 
50 mS/m in the reservoir area, and 30 to 55 mS/m in the Fissure area. This is expected, 
since the EM-34 uses a larger coil separation, thus achieving a deeper penetration.
The electromagnetic conductivity measurements in the area north and east of the 
reservoir were conducted using automatic data collection. The data from the Fissure area 
were collected using manual data collection. It appears that there is no significant 
difference between the data collected manually and automatically. The manual method 
does, however, allow for a more careful location of the conductivity meter before each 
point is collected. The automatic mode requires the operator to walk at a steady pace, 
something which can be difficult in the terrain found at the LVSP.
5.2.3 Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Different Methods
It is clear from the preceding discussions that the different methods have different 
effectiveness depending on the target. For example, the electromagnetic conductivity 
method can not distinguish soil layering, while the SASW method does not show 
horizontal variability. A summary of the effectiveness of each method can be found in 
Table 5.3. The SASW method using automated linearized inversion does seem to 
accurately detect the presence of cemented soil layers reasonably well. In contrast to 
seismic refraction (e.g., Gahr, 1989), the methods discussed in the preceding sections do 
allow for the detection of less stiff layers beneath stiff layers, which can permit
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Table 5.3. Summary of effectiveness o f investigative methods.
Target SASW Electrical
Resistivity
(dipole-dipole)
Electromagnetic
Conductivity
Drilling
Soil layering Effective Not effective Not effective Effective
Cemented soils Effective at 
shallow depths
Somewhat 
effective for 
dry soils
Not effective Effective
Wet/moist soil Not effective Effective N/A Effective
Pipes/metal Not effective N/A Effective Not effective
Lateral
variations
Not effective Effective Effective Not effective
delineation of thickness of caliche lenses. The electrical resistivity method did not 
specifically indicate these layers, but did indicate the presence o f what might be 
interpreted as buried boulders or other stiff inclusions. This method clearly indicated 
moist or wet soil. The electrical conductivity method does not indicate soil layering, but 
does indicate the presence of buried anomalies such as pipes, with the exception 
discussed in the previous section.
5.3 Cavity Detection
The following sections describe the cavity detection surveys across the LVSP, and 
provides a comparison of the different methods. Results from a ground-thruthing exercise 
over a fissure are presented first, followed by a comparison to the results found across the 
LVSP.
5.3.1 Establishing the Seismic and Electrical Signature of a Fissure
The following discussion of the investigations at the Fissure draws upon a 
conference paper that was published earlier this year by Sundquist and Luke (2001b).
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In the following sections is described how the seismic and electrical signature of a 
shallow air-filled earth fissure lacking surfoce expression was obtained. This was done in 
order to provide a means o f comparison to surveys conducted in areas where either the 
location or the existence of fissures and cavities was not known. The targeted fissure 
(Fig. 4.9 and 5.12), has intermittent sur&ce eiqxression over its 20-m length. Near the test 
location, it was probed to a depth o f 2.8 m fi’om the ground surfoce. It is approximately 
0.2 m across at its widest point, narrowing with increasing depth. The lower part o f the 
fissure is backfilled with loose soil.
5.3.1.1 Seismic Cavity Detection
The seismic data were collected along Array FI (Fig. 4.10) using a 0.5-m offset, 
with 0.5- and l-m spacings between receivers. Measurements with 1-m spacing were also 
collected along Array F2, located qjproximately 1 m east of Array F I. The "forward" 
measurement direction is defined, in this case, as energy traveling fi’om soutbeast-to- 
northwest.
All seismic measurements were unwrapped using an automatic algorithm with 
additional fiill-cycle manual adjustments as deemed appropriate. The effect o f the 
targeted cavity was expected to be most pronounced over the approximate fi-equency 
range 70 to 130 Hz. This expectation was based on the simplifying assumptions that the 
average Rayleigh wave velocity o f the soil was 200 m/s (taken firom SASW 
measurements on Arrays SBl, EMI, and EM2), the Rayleigh wave energy is 
concentrated at a depth equal to one-third of the wavelength (Stokoe et al., 1994), and the 
target depth was 0.5 to 1 m. Divergence of traces at firequencies lower than the target
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ra%e is attributed to factors unrelated to the fissure, and divergence at higher fi*equencies 
is not considered to be significant.
The results of the measurements show generally non-divergent trace pairs, with 
notable exceptions, as etq)ected. Key results fi’om the l-m spacing on Array FI are shown 
in Fig. 5.13, along with the interpreted results fi’om the entire data set. As can be seen 
from the key results, at +3.5 m from the fissure, a slight divergence of the trace pairs 
occurs, but this divergence is at a high ficquency, qqiroximately 130 Hz, which indicates 
a very shallow anomaly. As the measurements get close to the fissure, at +1 m. there is a 
strong divergence of the trace pairs, at approximately 70 Hz. Very close to the fissure, at 
+0.5,0, and -0.5 m, there is no divergence o f the trace pairs. Again, as the measurements 
are moved fiirther fiom the fissure, at -1 m, we again see divergence of the trace pairs, at 
^proximately 110 Hz. Finally, when the measurements are again far from the fissure, at 
-4  m, there is no divergence o f the trace pairs. The divergence found, 70 and 110 Hz, 
corresponds to an anomaly at a depth of approximately 0.5 to 1 m, which would be 
consistent with the depth from the sur&ce to the air-filled fissure. However, at these 
locations, the expected reversal o f position o f forward and reverse traces does not occur. 
The two smaller, shallower features indicated could be indicative of additional fissures, 
completely lacking in surface expression.
From the body of seismic data collected over the fissure, it was observed that the 
anqslitude and frequency of divergence of trace pairs is indeed diagnostic o f the buried 
cavity, however, e^qxctations for reversal o f positions of traces as the buried feature is 
traversed were not consistently met. It was also observed that measurements made near 
the fissure displayed elevated noise in the frequency range 20-60Hz. which may also be
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diagnostic of the cavity. A conqwison o f the resuhs o f the 0.5-m spacing to those of the 
results of the 1.0-m spacings indicate that the 0.5-m spacing was too small to achieve the 
required depth to detect the cavity.
5.3.1.2 Electrical Resistivity Measurements
This section describes the electrical resistivity measurements conducted in order 
to determine the electrical signature o f the fissure.
5.3.1.2.1 Forward Model
For comparison, a forward modeling program' incorporating the finite-difference 
method was used to generate a theoretical pseudosection representing a narrow, high 
resistivity inclusion surrounded by an otherwise homogeneous ground (Fig. 5.14). Based 
on the experimental data collected, a resistivity value o f 75 ohm-m was assigned for the 
soil. A resistivity value o f2,000 ohm-m was selected for the inclusion, based on 
resistivity values reported at the boundary between highly resistive soil and a void (Roth 
et al., 2000). To simulate the backfilled portion of the void, a slightly elevated value of 
100 ohm-m was chosen. The synthetic pseudosection was inverted (Fig. 5.13) for 
comparison to the inverted results of the experimental data. The fissure is indicated as a 
zone of elevated resistivity, much wider than the fissure itself. The backfilled portion of 
the fissure is not clearly qq)arent. The zone directly beneath the fissure is not 
homogeneous, indicating that the fissure might cause a "blanking" effect on the 
measurements recorded beneath the fissure. In other words, the presence of the fissure 
might hide any features located beneath the fissure fi’om the electrical resistivity stuvey.
' Written by M. H. Loke; available as freeware at http://www.agiusa.cofn.
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Due to the very slight variations in resistivity across the profile, contour lines were added 
to the pseudosection, and the inverted section for clarity.
5.3.1.2.2 Ejqterimental Results
In the field test, the electrodes were placed 1 m apart, roughly perpendicular to the 
fissure on Array FI, and crossing it at Sta 13.5. The resulting pseudosection and the 
inverted section are shown in Fig. 5.15. The fissure stands out as a zone of higher 
resistivity, around 700 to 800 ohm-m, in the inverted section. The depth of the high 
resistivity zone, approximately 1 m, corresponds well to the depth o f the portion of the 
fissure that was not backfilled with soil. The backfilled portion o f the fissure, which was 
probed to 2.8 m, is not apparent, nor is the thin layer of overburden. The former could 
possibly be due the "blanking” effect of the fissure demonstrated by the model. The high- 
resistivity zone is also much wider than the fissure. The range of resistivity is much 
smaller for the synthetic data than for the experimental; 20 to 80 ohm-m and 3 to 1000 
ohm-m respectively.
5.3.2 Conqsarison of Seismic and Electrical Signature to Results Across the LVSP
This section provides a conqsarison o f the different seismic and electrical 
resistivity findings fi'om across the she, and provides discussions on anomalies that were 
drilled, but were not found to be cavhies. The ground slope was measured using a 
surveying level and a Philadelphia rod.
5.3.2.1 Edge of Fill, Array EOF
Surfoce-based seismic cavity detection for Array EOF was performed for Sta. 4 to 
22. An electrical resistiyhy survey was also performed along the same array, of&et 0.5 m 
north to allow for simultaneous data collection. The interpreted seismic results along with
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the electrical resistivity results are shown in Fig. 5.16. Almost all stations indicate some 
divergence around 80 Hz, but at Sta. 12,14, and 16, located in the zone of visible cracks 
at the sur&ce, there is less divergence o f the traces, possibly an indicator that the 
presence of the cracked zone equally affects both the forward and the reverse traces. 
Divergence around 80 Hz would indicate a depth of approximately 0.7 m. The same 
visible cracks are clearly shown as high-resistivhy anomalies with resistivities around 
700 ohm-m. They are located at the surfoce, at Sta. 11.5, 14.5, and 16.5, and are 
corroborated by the seismic survey, but there is no indication that these cracks extend any 
deeper than approximately 0.8 m. There is no evidence of a deep seated feature causing 
the cracks to occur, although this could be due to the "blanking” effect discussed 
previously. Low-resistivity features, located across much of the profile at a depth o f 
approximately 0.8 m have resistivity values of approximately 50 ohm-m.
When compared to the borehole log, nothh% is found to contradict the seismic 
and the electrical surveys. The soil consists of sand down to approximately 1 m, where 
there is a layer of poorly graded gravel and asphalt fiagments fi'om 1 to 2 m, which 
possibly could explain the divergence o f the traces found with the seismic survey. Below 
this depth, the soil is mainly clay and sand with some gravel.
5.3.2.2 Cavern Area, Arrays C l, and C2
Surface-based seismic cavity detection at the Cavern area for Array Cl was 
performed intermittently from Sta. 4 to 120. An electrical resistivity survey was also 
performed along the same array. The interpretation of these observations is summarized 
in Fig. 5.17. Many stations showed divergence of phase traces, and the frequencies at 
which traces diverged ranged from 20 to more than 100 Hz.
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A comparison of the seismic to the electrical investigations indicate that at Sta.
68, large divergence can be observed at ^proximately 50 Hz. which could be an 
indication of the high-resistivity zone detected by the electrical resistivity survey, located 
between Sta. 64 and 78, at a depth o f 2 to 7 m. This anomaly was drilled and the soil in 
this location consists of sandy clay from the surfrice down to 2 m, where a sandy lean 
clay continues to the bottom o f the borehole, at 6.5 m depth. The higher resistivity 
inclusions located between Sta. 23 and 54, between depths o f 0.5 to 4 m, could 
correspond to the slight trace divergences found at the same stations with the seismic 
survey. This area was not drilled due to accessibility restrictions, so no comparison can 
be made. Drilling was done at Sta. 3 based on the seismic investigation, and revealed sihy 
sand from the surface down to 2 m. where a thin, 0.3 m layer o f stiff lean clay with gravel 
was found, underlain by very stiff sandy fat clay with gravel. In this area, Sta. 2, and Sta.
4 indicated the presence of an anomaly, but nothing was found to corroborate this 
finding. This anomaly could be due to the poor match between the experimental data and 
the calculated fit for Array C l, which is evident not only through the graphical 
representation, but also by the RMS error of 72%.
Surface-based seismic cavity detection was also performed on Array C2, for Sta.
4 to 56. An electrical resistivity survey was also performed along the same array. 
Interpretations of the seismic survey along with the electrical resistivity profile are 
summarized in Fig. 5.18. The north half of the array showed uniform ground up to Sta.
24, corroborated by the electrical resistivity survey which indicates a feirly homogeneous 
zone of lower resistivity down to a depth of 4 m in this area. The south half of the array, 
Sta. 24 to 44, consistently showed measurable differences between forward and reverse
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measurements for the seismic survey. This is also corroborated by the resistivity survey, 
which indicates scattered high-resistivity anomalies in this area, at depths from the 
surfoce down to 3 m.
No drilling was done in this area due to accessibility restrictions.
5.3.2.3 Subsidence Bowl, Array SB2
Surfoce-based seismic cavity detection at the Subsidence Bowl for Array SB2 was 
performed for Sta. 20 to 64 and for Sta. 70 to 88 respectively. Sta. 41 was used instead of 
Sta. 42 because a fissure restricted the placement of Sta. 42. The results interpreted 
results along with the electrical resistivity profile are shown in Fig. 5.19. Many stations 
showed divergence o f phase traces. The frequencies at which traces diverged range from 
20 to 80 Hz. Stations 20,22 and 24 indicate discrete features, possibly affected by a small 
mound in the vicinity o f these stations. Stations 30 and 32 indicate shallow features (less 
than 5 m). Stations 41 and 44 indicate a deeper feature. This anomaly matches with the 
visually observed fissure located between these stations. Phase divergences at Sta. 48 and 
50 are significant in magnitude but do not have a reversal in forward and reverse 
direction. No other stations indicate any anomalies. Some deep anomalies are indicated at 
Sta. 72, 78, 80, and 84 without any clear pattern of reversal. The divergence occurs at 
frequencies between 20 and 40 Hz.
The electrical resistivity survey conducted on the same array shows the presence 
of the visually observed fissure, centered at Sta. 44, indicated as a high-resistivity zone, 
much wider than the actual fissure. This is consistent with the observations made at the 
Fissure site. The depth o f the anomaly, approximately 1 m, corresponds well to the depth 
of the actual fissure, which was approximately 1 m. The resistivity image also indicates
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that the fissure extends east past Sta. 50 and 53. This is corroborated by the seismic 
investigation, as traces diverged at Sta. 48 and 50. Other high-resistivity inclusions 
centered at Sta. 38,66, and 74, are also indicated. These inclusions, except for Sta. 66, 
are also corroborated by the seismic survey, which indicated the presence of anomalies in 
these areas. There is some discrepancy between the indicated depths of the electrical and 
the seismic surveys, but the spatial locations are a close match. The shallower depth 
indications found with the electrical resistivity are consistent with the results found at the 
Fissure.
No drilling was done in this area due to accessibility restrictions.
5.3.3 Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Different Methods
It is apparent that both the seismic and the electrical method indicate the presence 
of fissures to some extent, and neither method indicated the presence o f cavities, where 
no cavities were found. The electromagnetic conductivity measurements did not indicate 
the presence o f the fissure at all. Although the electromagnetic conductivity method has 
been used to detect cavities, as discussed in the literature review, the fissiue targeted at 
the LVSP is small, air-filled, and surrounded by high-resistivity soil. It is possible that 
clearer results might be found if the targets are larger, or if the contrast, seismic and 
electrical, between the sunoimding soils and the target is greater. For example, a large 
cavity will most likely have a roof of cemented materials, which would provide a very 
high stiffoess contrast. This would add conqilexity to the seismic waves, and might 
improve the chances of the cavity being detected. The same would be true for the 
electrical resistivity method. A larger contrast between the target and the surrounding soil 
in the form of moisture might also provide better results for the resistivity method. For
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example, a cavity filled with wet clay, surrounded by dry materials would stand out in a 
resistivity survey, and if the stiffiiess contrast between the clay and the surrounding soil is 
great, this cavity might also be detected by the seismic method. In such a case, the use of 
ground penetrating radar, as suggested by Werle et aL (1991), would be a possible 
alternative, but as discussed in Chuter 2, the use of GPR im)ved unsuccessful in this 
area. Of course, a large cavity or fissure might be detectable by visual means, as fissures 
tend to grow towards the surfece, eventually exposing themselves. The detection of 
smaller fissures and cavities of engineering significance would require more than visual 
observation. For the methods used for this research, the lack of "false positives,” 
indications of cavities or fissures where none exist, indicates that the investigations were 
successful.
The importance of planting the electrodes in the ground in such a way that the 
contact between the electrode and the surrounding soil is maximized, thereby lowering 
the resistance between the stake and the soil, became obvious during these investigations. 
If there are large errors in the data collected, it will be harder to match the theoretical data 
to the experimental. For example, on Array C l, the root mean square error (RMS) was 
72.3% after the inversion was conqileted. Although salt water was added to the soil in 
this location, this was apparently not enough. On Array SMR on the Spring Mound Road, 
it was also very hard to get the stakes planted firmly in the ground, but the RMS error in 
this case is 6.3%, indicating that the use o f salt water was sufficient. The contact between 
the stakes and the ground also have a direct influence on the depth of the investigation. A 
summary of the expected and actual depths o f the electrical resistivity investigations is 
slH>wn in Table 5.4. The expected depth was calculated using the relationship described
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Table 5.4. Estimated vs. actual depth of electrical resistivity surveys.
Array Estimated depth (m) Actual depth (m) Percent difference
SML 45 10 80
SMS 15 9 33
SMR 26 3.5 87
El 30 20 33
Nl 38 25 34
N2 38 25 34
EOF 26 1.5 94
Cl 34 9 74
C2 15 5 67
SBl 22 9 59
SB2 22 5 77
FI 7.5 4.5 40
EMI 19 13 32
EM2 7.5 1.5 80
by Loke (2000), where the depth is calculated as half o f the maximum electrode 
separation plus half the maximum dipole separation. The estimated depth is only the 
theoretical depth of the measurement at any point in a survey, and the actual depth is 
based on these values and the starting model used by the inversion program. However, 
the differences between the estimated depth and the actual depth does give some 
indication of how effective the data collection at depth was at each she. It is impoitant to 
note that a high percent difference between the estimated and the actual depth does not 
give an absolute indication of the accuracy of the inverted results, merely an indication o f 
the loss o f the data collected at the bottom of the survey. For example, the RMS error on 
Array SMR is only 6.3% while the difference in estimated and actual depths is 87%. This 
indicates that the data collected at shallow depths was enough for the inversion program 
to make a good match between the experimental and the theoretical data, while the data 
collected at the lower parts of the survey were discarded due to large errors. On Array 
SMS the difference between the estimated and the actual depth is 33%, and the RMS
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error is 64.7%. This indicates that the inversion program had difficulty fitting the 
experimental data to the theoretical, even though data were collected throughout the 
depth of the survey.
The conclusion of the previous discussion is that the end result of the inversion 
process is dependent on the quality of the actual data used in the inversion. This is in turn 
dependent on the soil type where the survey is conducted, and the contact between the 
stakes and the surrounding soil. Surveys conducted at the EGTS (Fig. 3.5) show that if 
the subsurface is generally conductive, the RMS error of the inversion is low, in this case 
1.8%. The estimated depth of the dipole-dipole survey conducted there was 15 m, and the 
actual depth 12 m, the percent difference 20%.
In seismic measurements, coupling the geophones firmly in the ground is equally 
important. High frequency noise found during the surface-based seismic cavity detection 
investigations on Array SB2 can have been due to poor coupling between the geophones 
and the ground. In some instances, a rock-hammer had to be used to loosen the soil 
before the geophones could be planted.
Repeatability has also been studied at the EGTS, using the SASW method, the 
electrical resistivity method, and the electromagnetic conductivity method. These studies 
were part of class projects and laboratory exercises, and showed that results from all three 
methods o f geophysical investigation could be repeated without much variation.
5.3.4 Improvements
In the following section, possible improvements to the investigative methods that 
were uncovered in the course of the investigations are discussed.
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For the seismic cavhy-detection data collection, better results might be obtained if 
a smaller offiet is used, increasing the density of the data. It might also be beneficial to 
use many different receiver spacings on the same array, which would then target different 
depths. The use o f muhi-channel data acquisition should increase the efficiency of the 
method. Surveys in different directions crossing the suspected target might also help in 
the data interpretation process, as conq>arisons between the different surveys could be 
made. This would increase the time needed to conduct a survey, and could be 
counterproductive. Improvements in the reduction and interpretation would therefore be 
more beneficial, and this could be done by fiirther automation o f the procedure used to 
unwrap and plot the data. The use of a portable survey setup, such as the use of a cart, 
would also increase the efficiency.
The data collection could be improved fiir the electrical resistivity method by 
adding to the amount o f data collected. It could be useful to conduct multiple surveys in 
order to allow for comparisons. The use of different electrode configurations along the 
same array could also improve the understanding of the structure o f the subsurface. 
Different electrode spacings provide different depths, and using different electrode 
spacings for the same array would allow for the detection of targets at a larger range o f 
depths. This could also be acconqilished by increasing the number o f electrodes used, as 
this would allow for using a short electrode spacing while still covering a longer array.
The data reduction is already automated for the electrical resistivity method, but 
improvements are made constantly. Inversion software that specifically targets large 
resistivity contrasts could improve the cavity detection.
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The use of three-dimensional survey techniques is under development for the 
electrical resistivity techniques, and should be developed for the seismic techniques. Of 
course, these methods are not as simple and fost as the methods used in this research. The 
use o f two-dimensional techniques to interpret three-dimensional features has obvious 
limitations.
The electromagnetic conductivity method was not successful in detecting the 
fissure at this site, but the use of horizontal dipoles and/or varying elevations of the 
instrument might improve the chances o f detection.
There might be instances where the location or existence o f fissuring might be 
completely unknown. In such a case, a preliminary survey o f the area using 
electromagnetic conductivity might be used to verify locations of buried utilities that 
could be mistaken for cavities and fissures or cause errors in future geophysical 
measurements. Based on the conductivity survey, an electrical resistivity survey using the 
dipole-dipole electrode configuration, and a surfoce-based seismic cavity detection 
survey could be conducted simultaneously. The results from these surveys could, when 
conqpared, be used to guide further surveys, if this is deemed necessary. Intrusive 
drilling, if available, should be used last, and should be based on the combined results of 
the geophysical investigations. Alternatively or in addition, drilling conducted prior to the 
geophysical investigations can be used as a guide by providing ground truth.
The previous scenario only discusses the use of three geophysical methods, but 
this does not mean that the use of other methods, such as GPR, is not ever appropriate.
The use of multiple geophysical methods increases the chances of detecting fissures and 
other cavities.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Introduction
The research conducted at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve has provided some 
very useful insight into the field o f geophysics, specifically soil characterization and 
cavity detection in the arid environment. In the following sections, the conclusions of the 
research conducted at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve are made. Recommendations for 
future research, based on findings reported here, are provided.
6.2 Conclusions
The use o f the SASW method, particularly considering the latest development of 
the inversion process for soil characterization showed that it is possible to detect 
cemented soils, namely caliche, at shallow depths, indicating that the SASW method can 
be used successfully to correctly characterize the soil structure o f the dry, alluvial soils 
found in the Las Vegas valley. In the course of the investigation, it was demonstrated 
qualitatively that the shear wave velocity profile corresponding to a good fit to the 
theoretical dispersion curve is not unique. The level o f confidence in the results obtained 
using automated inversion processes introduced herein is high, as the seismic results 
compared well to the ground truth obtained at the she.
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The electrical resistivity method using the dipole-dipole electrode configuration 
has proved to be successful in identifying the presence of dry soils and cemented soils, 
such as caliche and gravel at shallow depths, and the presence o f moist and wet soils.
The use o f drilling or trenching provides ground truth that is necessary as a check 
against the non-intrusive methods. However, costs are high with respect to the small 
footprint of the data gathered. Through the use o f a combination o f non-intrusive 
geophysical investigations in conjunction with intrusive drilling, the number of costly 
boreholes can be kept to a minimurtL
The use o f the surfoce-based seismic cavity detection method to detect cavities 
and fissures proved to be moderately successful. This method is geared toward the rapid 
detection of cavities, and is intended to be used as a diagnostic screening tool. Based on 
the investigations conducted over a known fissure, it can be concluded that the presence 
of any fissures and cavities o f moderate size would have been detected using this method. 
This is corroborated by the electrical resistivity investigations, which also indicated the 
absence of any fissures or cavities large enough to pose an engineering hazard. The 
known fissure used to develop the seismic and electrical signature was detected, which 
further supports the conclusion that any existing fissures or cavities would have been 
detected by the electrical resistivity investigations. The possibility for “false positive” 
results is supported by the foct that no cavities were encountered during drilling, however 
the conservative nature of the error is prefened to not detecting existing cavities and 
fissures.
It was found that the correct coupling o f the electrodes to the soil was important 
to minimize the loss of data. The coupling of the geophones to the soil was also found to
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be important to minimize high-frequency noise. The use of the correct geophone spacing 
to detect cavities was also found to be very important, as a spacing too large or too small 
can cause the investigation to miss a  targeted anomaly by looking too deep or too 
shallow. A thorough visual inspection o f the intended site, along with the use of any a 
priori knowledge o f the site is therefore important
The electromagnetic conductivity investigations proved unsuccessful in detecting 
cavities, but were very successful as a reconnaissance tool.
The general assessment o f the potential engineering hazards in the Las Vegas 
Springs Preserve is th a t in the areas where investigations were made, no previously 
unkimwn cavities o f engineering significance exist. The soil structure is conqwsed of 
alternating layers o f clayey and sandy soil, with intermittent layers o f cemented materials.
Groundwater was encountered in the deeper boreholes across the site. The 
electrical resistivity method indicated zones of low resistivity correspondii% to the 
groundwater level.
6.3 Recommended Future Research
The research into cavity detection in the arid desert environment is an area that 
warrants further research. The combination of methods described in this thesis have 
proved to be successful and enlightening. Future research might address the incorporation 
of other methods as well as the enhancement of the seismic and electrical methods 
described herein, such as multi-channel data acquisition. Anther automation of the data 
processing, and three-dimensional surveys, in cavity detection in the arid environment. 
Future research might also Ak u s on improvements in SASW inversion for cost-efifective, 
r^ id  caliche detection.
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APPENDIX A
BOREHOLE LOGS FROM THE LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE
This appendix contains the borehole togs from the intrusive investigations 
conducted at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve (GES, 2000).
At two tocations. Arrays SMR and N l, three closely spaced boreholes on each 
array were cased and grouted for seismic cross hole testing.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SM2/82
PROJECT: LAS VECAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLELOCATIOH: S K 0 6 U K J ____________
EXPLORATION MZE IdË m pw l: 
Q .S . ELEVATION; __ _________
PROJECT N O .:______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E1
0 6 /07 /00
4 1 /4 - I.D. H.S. ALGER 
E6S________________
’ EOUIPMBIT: MOBILE 6 ^ 5 0 0  DflllL RIO
’ LOGOEDiV: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
PR4AL DEPTH TO W A T R : _
8S .0
8 2 .4
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED;
0 6 /0 7 /0 0
0 6 /0 7 /0 0
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOILLSAMPU
SVMIOLS uses DESCRIPTION
DRV DENSITY
MOISTURE
CONTENT1*1 BACKEIU.
r ‘u
I
SM V«iy pNc bfown liltv «*nd. dry and 
CLJUL Im R dium  dan##. HgMy laRcovR to  fW vdfoctilonc a d d . __________________ I
Pal# b r o w n  landy id ty  d a y  I b o r d a r l i n a  
SC-SM). dry and M iff. Sirong laacbon 
to hydroehlonc add.
. . . v a r y  a t i f f 9 0 .6
73.3
4.1
11.0
CL Vary pale brown tandy lean d a y  with 
gravel a iia  caNelia fragm em s. dry and 
varyatiH . Strong raaction to  
hyitrochlonc add .
. . . p a l a  O l iv a ,  i n c r a a t i n g  p l a s t i d t y
%witb incraaaing dapth_________________ /
Light yollowiah brown ailty elayay aand. 
a i y  and  denaa.
...yallowian brown, borderlirM CL-ML
...light yallowiih brown
L ig h t  g r a y  s i l t y  s a n d ,  d r y  a n d  v e r y  
d e n s e .  W e a k  l a a c b o n  t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c
yscid.__________________ __
L ig h t  y e l l o w i s h  b r o w n  e l a s t i c  s i l t ,  
s l i g h t l y  m o i s t  a n d  v a r y  s t i H .  W e a k  
r e a c t i o n  t o  h y d r o e h lo n c  a c i d .
M L  Y e H o w is h  b r o w n  s i lt  w i t h  g r a v e l ,  
a k g h t l y  m o i s t  a n d  v e r y  s t i l l  W e a k  
r ,  r é a c t i o n  t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i d .  r
CL P ,...aolt_____________________   /
Y e l l o w i s h  b r o w n  s a n d y  l e a n  c l a y  w i t h  
g r a v e l ,  s l i g h t l y  m o i s t  a n d  v a r y  s t i l l .
W e a k  r e a c t i o n  t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i d  
. . . l e s s  g r a v e l  w i l h  i n c r e a s i n g  d a p t h  
. . . b r o w n ,  w e a k  r e a c t i o n  t o  n y d r o c h l o n c  
a c i d
87.3
88.7
10.0
10.0
S M  P in k  s i l t y  s a n d ,  d ry  t o  s l i g h t l y  m o i s t  
a n d  v a r y  d e n s e .  N o  r e a c t i o n  t o  
h y d r o c h l o r i c  a c id .
80.2
108.6
11.7
9.0
GEOTECHNICAL k  ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, M C.
Figure No. IS
Figure A l. Borehole log from Array SM2, Sta. 82, located on the Spring Mound.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SM2/82
niOJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HMELOCATKM: SEE FIGURE 1 
EXPLORATION SIZE |i 
G A  ELEVATION:
PROJECT NO : ______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E 1
06107100
4  1 /4 -  1.0. H .S. AUGER EOMPWBIT: 
EGS__________________ LOOSa>RV:
NRTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FINAL W T H  TO WATER: .
S6.0
8 2 .4
DATE MEASURED: 
OATEMEASURBI:
M08ILE 0 4 5 0 0  PRILL RIG 
DUGAN/COOKE
06/07.00________
06/07/00
ELEVATION/
OEFTH
SOILASAMPIE
SYM80LS uses DESCRIPTION II lomvoeisiTY
MOISTUAECONTENT !*: Sackfill
irbr
I:
. . . y N I o w i t h  b r o w n  
. . . m a d i u m  d a n s a  t o  d s n i a  a n d  n o  
r a a c t i o n  t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c id
..vary d en se
..m edium  dense
. . . b r o w n  w i t h  w h i t e  n o d u le s  o f  
c a r b o n a t e  m a t a h a l  I s a n d  h a s  w e a k  
a n d  c a r b o n a t e  h a s  s t r o n g  r e a c t i o n  t o  
h y d r o c h l o r i c  a c i d i
99.1
100.8
.very d en se
14.4
14.3
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVSIONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. IS
Figure Al. Borehole log from Array SM2, Sta. 82, located on the Spring Mound (cont.)
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SM2/82
PROJECT; LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE PROJECT NO.: 20001029E1
HOf F 1 nCATlOH: SEE FIGURE 1 EXPLORATION DATE: 0 8 /0 7 /0 0
EXPLORATION SIZE INaRM Itrl: 4  1 /4 ' I D. M S. AUGBI EQUIPMENT: MOBILE B .4S00 DRILL RIG
B .S . BEVATKM: EGS LOGGED SV: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 85 .0  BATE MEASURB): 0 6 /0 7 /0 0
FRBAL DEPTH TO WATER: 82 .4  DATE MEASURED: 0 6 /0 7 /0 0
ELEVATION/
depth
SOIL i  SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION IL DRY DENSITY C O NTEN T1*1 BACKFILL !
I!
..no rw ovorv n  CoElomio um olor
...dock ydlow ifh  brow n i 
fino-gninid
...vory fiMMtl to  war
. . .b r o w n ,  m o is t
GROUNDWATER AT 8 2 .4  FEET 
EM) O F BORM O A T  1 0 1 .S  FEET
94.2  2 4 .5
98.8 2 4 .3  I
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. !S
Figure A l. Borehole log from Array SM2, Sta. 82, located on the Spring Mound (cont.).
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-S6
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
EXPLORATION SIZE II 
6 .8 .  aEVATION:
PROJECT NO : 20001029E1
0 6 /0 5 /0 0
II: 4  1 /4 - 1.0. M.S. AUGER
EGS________________
EXPLORATION DATE: ___
EOUPMENT: MOBILE B -4600 DRILL RIG
LOGGED BY: DUGAN/COOKE
NSTIAL O B T H  TO WATER: 
FINAL W T H  TO W ATDI: _
NOE
NGE
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
NA
NA
ELEVATION/
OEPTH
SOIL & SAM PLE 
SYM BOLS uses DESCRIPTION LL ORY DENSITY
M OISTURE I 
CONTENT I  BACKFILL(%i I___
L,
sc
SM
Pinkish w hiw  elayay sand with gravai,
\d«v an d  danaa. __________________f
Pink s4ty aand. dry and loosa to 
m adium oansa . Strong raaction to 
hydroehlonc acid.
. . . v a r y  p a l e  b r o w n
Very pala lirown sandy laan d a y  with 
I gravel and  gravai su a  ealicha Æ
A f ta g m e r w s .  d r y  a n d  v e r y  s t i l l . ____________/ !
I W h i t e  c a l i c h e ,  d r y ,  c a m e n t a d  a n d  h a r d .  I  
V a r y  p a l a  b r o w n  s a n d y  l a a n  c l a y  w i t h  
g r a v e l ,  d r y  a n d  v a r y  s t i l l .
. . . b r o w n  w i l h  n o  g r a v e l  o r  c a l i c h e ,  
s l i g h t l y  m o r s t
SC-
SM
L ig h t  y a l l o w i s n  b r o w n  s i l t y  c l a y e y  s a n d ,  
s l i g h t l y  m o i s t  a n d  v e r y  d a n s a .
M o d e r a t e  r e a c t i o n  t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i d .
...m oderate  reaction to hydrochloric 
acid
NO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED 
ENO O F BONNO A T 3 0  FEET
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. 13
Figure A2. Borehole log from Array SMR, Sta. 56, on the Spring Mound Road.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-60
MKUECT: LAS VEGAS SPWNGS PRESERVE m O JK T N O .: 20001029E1
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGUHE 1 
EXPLORATION H 2E li 
O S ELEVATION:
I: 4 I/A" 1.0. M.S. AUGER
w /02;oo
EGS
EXPLORATION D A T E :_______________________
EOUPMBIIT: MORILE 8-4500 PRILL RIG
LOOGB) #V: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATBI: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER: _
97 .0
39.38
OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURED:
0 8 /0 2 /0 0
0 6 /0 6 /0 0
ELEVATION'
DEPTH
SOIL 4  SAMPLE 
STM 40LS uses DESCRIPTION DRY DENSITY
MOISTURE ,
CONTENT I BACKFILLl%i :_____
1
ii
SC Pmkitli M ilita  c lay ty  lan d  M ith  gravai, 
dry and danaa (mayba bordarlina aandy
laan clay I.
C VWirta calicha. dry, cam antad and hard.
SM ' Pink ailty sand, dry and danaa. Strong 
, raaction to  hydroeWoric acid._________
CL
c
cT
; Vary gala iKOMn aandy laan clay witn 
r \ gravai, d ry  and vary atiff. Strong /
I  yaaction to  HCL._____________________ I
' < Wliita caücha.dry. cam antad to 
m odarataly cam antad and altamating 
Imodarataly liard to hard. Poor core 
iracovary due  to  highly fractured
89.3 0.6 I
fecov,
IcaEch
Vary pala Im iwn aandy laan clay with 
gravai and som e calcha . alightty moiat 
and vary stiff.
...b row n with laaa aano and modaraia 
reaction to  hydrochlonc acid 
...Eght yaBowiah oiown to 18.0. with 
m ore sand
...light gray  to 27 .0
83.7
90.2
8 .4
9 .1
...vary pale brow n to 36 .0  and strong 
reaction to  hydrochlonc acid
. . .D in k , slignily moist and strong 
reaction to  hydrochloric acid
82.5 33.9
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVNKNEMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. 11
Figure A3. Borehole log from Array SMR, Sta. 60, on the Spring Mound Road.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-60
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1 
EXPLORATION SI2E IdNnM  
O S . ELEVATION: ________
PROJECT NO.: 
EXPLORATWN DATE:
20001029E I
0 6 /02 /00
4  1/4‘ I.D. M.S. AUGER EOUIPMENT: , 
EGS_________________ LOGGED ET: .
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FINAL DEPTH TO W ATBI: .
97 .0
39 .3 8
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURBI:
MOBILE 8-4500  DRILL RIG 
DUGAN/COOKE
0 6 /0 2 /0 0 ________
0 6 /0 6 /0 0
ELEVATION/ I SOIL 4  SAMPLE 
OEPTN SYM80LS uses DESCRIPTION LL
I MOISTURE ;
ONV DENSITY ' CONTENT | BACKFILL______  1*1 I_____
sc-
SM
Pink i iHv, claypy sand, slightly moist 
and vary dansa. No faacuon to 
hydrochloric acid.
95.4
71 .0
9 2 .9
CL ML Brown sandy silly clay, m oist and vary 
stiff. No raaction to  hydrochloric acid.
I ...w at
24.4
4 7 .3
3 2 .0
GEOTECHMCAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figura No. II
Figure A3. Borehole log firom Array SMR, Sta. 60, on the Spring Mound Road (cont.).
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-60
nOJECTNO.:____
______________________  EXnOIUTION M i e :
I :  4  1 /4 -I .D .H .S . AUGEH EaUWHENT:
EGS_________________ LOGGED GY: DUGAN/COOKE
20001029E1m O JCC T: LAS VEGAS SPWNGS PRESERVE
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGUHE 1 _ _ _ _ _
EXPLORATION SIZE I,
G X  ELEVATION:
MOaiE B-4S00 DRILL RIG
OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURB):
0 6 /0 2 /0 09 7 .0INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
flN A l DEPTH TO WATER: . 0 6 /0 8 /0 039 .3 8
MOISTURE
CO N TEN Tl%lS O I L tS A M N ES Y M M ISELEVATION/DEPTH DESCRIPTIONuses
87.2
93.6
28.1 
2 6 .7
...fnoM td brow n and  hghi gray wiiti 
gravN
8row n laan clay with sand, m oiit and 
very fb ll.
CL
...w e : and no raaction lo  nydrochlonc 
acid
I 31 588.
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure A3. Borehole log from Array SMR, Sta. 60, on the Spring Mound Road (cont.).
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-60
niO JE C T : LAS VEGAS S P R IG S  PWESEBVE 
HOULOCATM N: SEE FIGURE 1
m O JECTN O .: ______
EXnOMTKW DATE:
20001029ET
0 6 /0 2 /0 0
E X n O M T K M  SHE (dknM arl: 
Q .S . ELEVATION: ____________
4  1/4" 1.0. M.S. AUGEH EOUMWEWT: 
EGS__________________ LOGOEDIY:
INITIAI DEPTH TO WATER: 
FMAL DEPTH TO WATER: _
97.0
39.38
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
MOeiLE 8 -4 5 0 0  DRILL RIG 
DUGAW/COOKE
0 6/02 /00________
06/06/00
EUVATION/ SOIL t  SAMPLE 
DEPTH SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION Pll U. DRY DENSITY
MOISTURE
CONTENT1*1 BACKFILL
8 2 .2
SC
SM
B r o w n  s i l t y ,  c l a y e y  s a n d  w i th  g r a v e l  
S iz e  c a l i c h e ,  w e t  a n d  v e r y  d a n s e .
' I Moderate reaction  to hydrochloric ad d .
GROUNDWATER AT 39.38 FEET 
END O f  BCmaiG AT 110 * FEET
100.6
n
37.9
23.5 I I,
GEOTECHMCAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Pigiirs No. 11
Figure A3. Borehole log fiom Array SMR, Sta. 60, on the Spring Mound Road (cont.).
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EXPLORATION LOG 
SMR2-63
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE PROJECT NO.: 20001029E1
H O U  LOCATION: SEE FIGUHE 1 06 /05 /00
EXPLORATION SIZE (dtolM Utl: 
GÆ. ELEVATION:_____________
4 1/4- 1.0. H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________
EXPLORATION DATE: ___
EOMPMENT: MOBIU B^SOO DRILL RIG
LOGGED mv: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: . 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATBI: _
NGE
NGE
OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURED:
NA
NA
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOLS SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION IL ORY DENSITY
MOISTURE
eONTENT I BACKFILL1*1_________
SC
c
CL-ML
PinkitH while clayey sand  with gravai, r
\d ry  and danse. __________________ /
White caliche, dry, cem ented  and hard.
SM Pink silty sand, dry and loose to 
medium danse. Strong reaction to 
hydrochloric acid.
White ealicna. dry, cem ented  and h a rd ./
V a r y  p a l e  B ro w n  s a n d y  l o a n  c l a y  w i th  
i g r s v e i  a n d  g r a v e l  s i z e  c a h c h e  
W a a m e n t i . ^  a n d  s tiW .
White caliche, dry, cem ented  and  hard. 
Very pale brown sandy lean clay wilh 
gravel and som e cakche Iregm ents. 
slightly moist and very stiff. Strong 
reaction to hydrochlonc acid.
...no gravel, still som e cakche 
fragments
Pale brown silty clay w ith sand, moist 
and very stiff. Weak reaction  to 
hydrochloric acid.
...light yellowish brown and moderate 
reaction to hydrochloric acid
I
CL P a le  b r o w n  s a n d y  le a n  c l a y ,  m o i s t  a n d  
v a r y  s t i l l .  W e a k  r e a c t io n  t o  
h y d r o c h lo r ic  a c id .
NO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED
END OF BOMNG AT 30 FGET
-1  r  
-r  !
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure N o.
Figure A4. Borehole log from Array SMR, Sta. 63, on the Spring Mound Road.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
El/18
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE I 
EXPLORATION S Œ  li 
6 .S .  ELEVATION:
PROJECT NO.: 20001029E 1
5 /2 3 /0 0
4  1/4" I.D. H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________
EXPLORATION DATE:
EQUIPMENT: MOBILE B 4 8 0 0  DRILL RIG
LOGGED BY:
BHTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
PINAL DEPTH TO WATER: _
13.5  FEET 
12.3 FEET
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
DUGAN/COOKE 
0 5 /2 3 /0 0 ______
06/0B/0C
SOIL 4 SAM PLE 
SYMBOLS
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
CL-ML
DESCRIPTION OBY DENSITY
MOISTURE I  
CONTENT BACKFIU. 1*1
Yellowish brow n lean clay with gravai, 
dry and  firm. M oderate reacbon lo 
hydrochlonc and .
. . . t i g h t  clay with clay clods
W hite caliche, slightly moist, strongly 
cem ented  and hard. Highly raactwe to 
hydrochlonc ad d .
White sandy  lean clay with gravel, 
slightly m oist and stiff.
...w e t tMlow 12.5
...very so ff to 22 .0
White sandy  silty clay with gravel, wet 
and very stiff. Strong reaction to 
hydrochlonc acid.
9 1 .B 5 .3
103 .4  
105.7  
I  93 .3
2 0 .3
21.0
2 9 .0
I I
L ig h t g r a y  s a n d y  t a t  c l a y  w ith  g r a v e l  
a n d  g r a v e l  s i t e  c a l i c h e ,  w e t  a n d  v e r y  
s t i f f ._________________________________________
GROUNDWATER AT 12.3 FEET 
END OF BOMNG AT 3 0 .3 6  FEET
T  73.3
I
4 6 . 6  t
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figura No. 3
Figure A5. Borehole log from Array El, Sta. 18, East of the Reservoir.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
El/C
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE
H O U  LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
EXPLORATION SIZE |i 
G.S. ELEVATION:
PROJECT NO.: 20001029E I
5 /24 /00
4  1/4- 1.0 H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________
EXPIORATKM D A T E :___________
EOUIPMENT: M OBIU B -4500 DRILL RIG
LOGGED BY: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FBIAL DEPTH TO WATER:
12 .5  FEET 
12 .3  FEET
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURB):
OS.'24/OO
06.-0BXK)
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL k  SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION PI LL
MOISTURE F 
DRV DENSITY CONTENT I  BACKFILL________ I 1*1 I
a
CL
C H
Y t B o w i th  b r o w n  M a n  c l a y  w i t h  g i a v a l .  
d r y  a n d  f irm .
...no  recovery m California aamoler 
from 5 .0  to 5.5
...light yeHowiah brown with leas 
gravel
9 8 .7 16.2
White calicha. slightly m o s t, strongly 
cem antfd  and very hard.
.. . . . p a r t i a l l y  c a m a n t a d  a n d  v e r y  d e n s e
\lrom  9 .5  to 10.0_____________________/
White lean d ay  with sand and scattered  
calicha gravel, slightly moist and very 
se lf .
. ..w e t a t 12.5
W h it e  s a n d y  ta t  c la y  w i t h  g r a v e l ,  w e t  
a n d  v e r y  s t i l l .
. . . l i g h t  g r a y 9 4 .6
106.2
28.9
21.9
. . l e s s  s a n d  a n d  g r a v e l  
. .m o r e  s a n o  a n d  g r a v e l
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. 4
Figure A6. Borehole log from Array E l, Sta. 46, East o f the Reservoir.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG
El/C
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
NOIE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
PROJECT NO.: _______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E1
6/24 /00
EXPLORATION SIZE IdtooMMfl: 
O S . ELEVATION:____________
4  1/4" 10  H .S. AUGER 
EGS_________________ LOGGED RV:
MOBILE B-4600 O R Ill RK5 
DUQAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATBI: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER:
12.6  FEET
12 .3  FEET
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURBI:
0 5 /24 /00
OB/OB/OO
ELEVATION/ SOIL 4  S A M P U  
DEPTH SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION ORY DENSITY
M O I S T U R E
C O N T E N T  '  B A C K F L L
I * ! ______________
I
I
p
C/G PNe brawn cam antad  sand and gravai, 
m oiit. cam antad and hard.
76.1 41.B
CL
..oartiallv cam antad and vary danaa
Wmta aandy laan clay, w a t and vary 
still.
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC. Figura No. 4
Figure A6. Borehole log from Array E l, Sta. 46, East o f the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG
El/C
MOJCCT; LAS VEGAS SMIWGS PRESERVE
HO U  LOCATION; SEE FIGURE I ________
EXPLORATION SIZE |,
O S  aCVATION;
PROJECT NO.: 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 9 E 1
5 / 2 4 . 0 0
4  1/4" I.D. H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________
EXPLORATION D A TE:____
EOIHMKNT: MOBIU B-4SOO ORILL RIO
LOGGED RV: DUGAN/COOKE
NRTIAL DEPTH TO W A TM : 
FINAL D U TH  TO WATER: .
12 .5  FEET 
12.3  FEET
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
05/24W )
06JDBI0O
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL k  S A M P U  
SYM BO LS uses DESCRIPTION LL I  ONV DENSITY
MOISTURE
CONTENT1*1 iACKFILL
CM Light gray aandy fat clay, w at and  vary 
aiiff.
...ttiin and lo ft. aandy laan clay  aaam a 
from  79 .6  to  86 .0  (not binding on 
a u g artl
..vary  pala brown to 86 .5
CL Vary pala brown aandy lean cloy, w at 
and vary stiff.
. . . b r o w n  a n d  v a r y  a t i l l  t o  1 0 1 . 0
i  GROUNDWATER AT 12.3 FEET 
END O F  iO R M C  AT 1 0 0 .9  FEET
96.6
1 0 0 . 7
2 6 . 0
2 3 . 9
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
F ig u r a  N o .  4
Figure A6. Borehole log from Array E l, Sta. 46, East of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N1-10
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE_____________
H O U  LOCATION: SEE FIGURE I _______________________
EXPLORATION SIZE ItfMiMMil: 4 V4* 1.0. H.S. AUGEH
0  5  ELEVATION: __________________ |Ç S ________________
PROJECT NO 20001029E 1
6 /3 1 /0 0EXPLORATWN DATE: ________________________
EO U M iaiT: MOBIU 9 -4 6 0 0  ORILL RIG
LOGGED G Y: DUGANÆOOKE
NRTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 18.0
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER: 15 8
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURE:
05/31/00
06 /01/00
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL 4  SA M PLE 
SY M B O L S
uses DESCRIPTION LL DRY DENSITY
M OISTURE
CONTEN T1*1 BACKFILL
SM P#W brown tilty M nd with gravel, dry 
and danaa. S trang raaction to 
^hydrocMoic acid.
SM
GM
Whita cakche. dry. camantad and hard.
I Corad u ting  air rotary tachniqua. Cora 
iforopla react# ttrongiy with
livtlrocNorie a c id .___________________
. Pala brown aHty aand with gravel, dry
\and danaa.  /
Vary pala brown ailty gravel llanaatonal 
with aand. alightly moiat andvary danaa. 
Moderate reaction to  hydrochlonc acid
CL Whita aandy laan clay, alightly moist 
and vary atiM. Strong raaction to 
hydrochtorc acid.
...light gray and modaraia raaction to  
hytJractVoric acid _______
CM Light gray aandy ta t clay, wat and vary 
atiM. Weak to  m oderate raaction to 
hydrochloric a a d . 
w at
SC
SM
CL-ML
White cakche. moist, cam antad and
"\hard._____________   r
Light gray ailty clayey aand. m oist and  f~
V a ry  danaa. '___________________ <
Light gray silty clay with aand. m oist 
anc very atitt. Weak reaction to |
hydrochlonc acid.
Light gray sandy ta t clay. mniM and j 
very still. I
...aubiurfaca void a t 35 .0  hniw aen i 
N1 lO an d  NI C
GEOTECMNICAL A  ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
'  I
Figure No. V
Figure A7. Borehole log from Array N l, Sta 105, North of the Reservoir.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
NI 10
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGUHE 1
EXPLORATION SIZE («tniM M l; 
O S  ELEVATION: ____________
PROJECT HO.: ______
EXPLORATKXB DATE:
20001029E1
5 /31 /00
4  1 /4 ' 1.0. H.S. AUGER EOUPMENT: 
EGS LOOOED BV:
INITIAL DEFTM TO WATER: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATM: _
16.0
15.S
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURB):
MOBILE B-4500 DRILL RIG 
OUGAN/COOKE
0 5 /3 1 /0 0
0 6 /0 1 /0 0
ELEVATION/1 SOIL 4  S A M P U  
DEPTH SV M iD L S uses DESCRIPTION
DRY DENSITY
M OISTUPE
C O NTEN T BACKFILLl»l_________
rHr:
L
L,
CH
Whit* cilictie. m oist, com ented and 
hard.
Light gray sandy fa t clay, moist and 
very stiff.
CM
' Whita caliche, m oist, cem ented and
•\hard.__________________ _________
Light gray sandy fat clay, moist and 
very still
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
_L
-W'
I  :
Figure No. 9
Figure A7. Borehole log from Array N l, Sta. 105, North o f the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N1-10
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1 
EXPLORATION SIZE l(
G.S. aEV A TK M :
PROJECT NO.: ______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E1
E/31/00
I; 4  1 /4- I.D. H .S. AUGEH EOUMMBIT:
EGS__________________ LOGGED RV: DUGAN/COOKE
MOBILE B-4500 DRILL RIG
NRTIAl DEPTH TO W A T »: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER:
18.0
15.5
DATE MEASURB): ________ 05/31 .>00
DATE MEASURB): ________ 08/01 >00
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL k  SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION LL I OBY DENSITY
MOISTURE I 
CONTENT I b A C K F U
I * '  ______
.
...pinkrsh w hile wilh send  end no 
leaetian to  hydrochlonc acid
C  W h ite  c a l i c h e ,  d r y . c e m e n t e d  a n d  h a id .
1 G R O U N D W A T E R  A T  1 5 . 5  FEET 
END O F B O B N G  A T  1 0 0  FEET
!  I
I  I
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
I
Figipe No. v
Figure A7. Borehole log from Array N l, Sta. 105, North of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
NI/C
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOULOCATKM: SEE FIGURE I 
EXPLORATION SIZE (I 
6 .S . ELEVATION:
PROJECT NO.: 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 9 E 1
5 /2 5 /0 0
I :  4  1 / 4 -  1 .0 .  H .S .  A U G E R
EGS
EXPLORATION DATE: _ _
EOUIPMENT: MOBILE B -4500 DRILL RIG
LOOOED BV: DUGAN/COOKE
INITUU. DEPTH TO WATER: 
FBIAL DEPTH TO WATER: .
3 7 . 1
23 .4
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
S<3G/00 11:40)
5/30 /00  13:401
ELEVATION/
d e p t h
SOIL 4  s a m p l e  
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION DAY DENSITY
m o i s t u r e  I
CONTENT I  b a c k f il l
__ii! i- - - - - - - - -
SM
SM
P ile  brown liNy M nd wiin gravel, dry 
and  d « n n . Strong iM cnon u
.Itydrnchloric odd. ______________
W hite cemented cekctie layer 
Itravertine-likel to  3 .0  fee t. R eecti 
iironaly to livdrocWoric eiad.
SC-
SM
Very pole brown silty send  with 
gravel end gravel size caliche, dry end 
very dense.
ptnk. less gravel and gravel size 
caliche and strong raaebon to  '
ivilrochlettc sc td ____________________ /
GP
C L
W hite silty, clayey send  with grevai I 
Size eshcne. dry end very dense. j  
Strong reaction to  hvilrochloric acid. I
9 6 . 5
W hile poorly graded gravel, dry and 
very dense.________________________
P a l e  y e l lo w  l e a n  c l a y  w i t h  s a n d ,  m o i s t  
a n d  v e r y  s t i l l .  W e a k  r e a c t i o n  t o  
n y d r o c h lo r i c  a c id .
1 0 3 . 7
100.2
102.3
CL
W h it e  c a l ic h e ,  s l ig h t ly  m o i s t ,  c e m e n t e d  
a n d  h a r d .
.  . . . c o r e d  w i t h  a i r  r o t a r y  f r o m  2 5 . 0  t o
\ 2 6 . 0 __________________________________________
W h i t e  s a n d y  l e a n  c l a y ,  w n t  a n d  v e r y  
s t i l l .
. . . t h i n  II t o  2  in c h e s  th ic k )  c e m e n t e d  
la y e r  I c a l ic h e !
> . . . g r a y i s h  b r o w n  t o  3 5 . 0
f\
SC-
S M
G r a y i s h  b r o w n  s i l t y ,  c l a y e y  s a n d ,  w a t  
e n d  d a n a a
3 . 6
■ I
12.1
2 3 . 3
2 2 . 9
I  I :
I I
GEOTECHMCAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
F ig u r e  Slo. 8
Figure A8. Borehole log from Array N l, Sta. 108, North of the Reservoir.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
NI/C
PROJECT; LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1
PROJECT NO.: ______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E 1
6 /25 /00
EXPLORATION SI2E IdNmpWfl: 4 1/4* I.D. M.S. AUGER EOINPMENT: MOBILE B -4500  DRILL RIG
G.B. ELEVATION: __________________EGS_________________  LOGGED BV: DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
PINAL DEPTH TO WATER: .
37.1
23.4
DATEMEABURED:
OATEMEASURB):
6 /30 /00  11:401
5 /30 /00  13:401
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOILS SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION OPvoENsrrv
m o is t u b e
CONTENT1*1 BACKFIU
CL-ML Grayish brown sandy, iilty clay y 
ersvM. w e t and very i t t l .  Weak 
reaction to  hydrnchlnnc acid.
CM Light gray sandy ta t  clay with gravel, 
w et and very stiff. Moderate reaction 
to  hydrochloric acid
...white to  52 .0
C H
White calicne. m oist, cem ented and 
herd. Cored with air rotary. M oderate 
reaction to  hydrochlonc acid.
White gravelly fat clay with sand, w at 
and very stiff.
...gravel has very weak reaction to 
hydrocliloric acid
I ...Dink to 70.6
I
CL I  B r o w n  le a n  c la y  w i t h  s a n d ,  w e t  a n d  v ery - 
CL-mTT '* '''*- W e a k  r e a c t io n  t o  h y d r o c h lo n c
BB.e
107  1 
117.1
7B.S
8B.B
Pink s a n d y  s i lt y  c l a y ,  m n is i  a n d  v e r y  
s t i l l .
29.0
20.5
14.3
48 .6
23.2 !
nI '
II
i'i
ill
rJL
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No .1
Figure A8. Borehole log fiom Array N l, Sta. 108, North of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
NI/C
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGUHE I 
EXPLORATION SIZE l«MnM 
O S . aE V A T IO N :________
PROJECT N O .:______
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E1
5/25/00
4  ! /« •  1.0. H.S. AUGEH EQUIPMENT: 
EOS_________________  LOOOED RV:
«RTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATBI: _
37.1
23 .4
OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURED:
MOBILE B-4S00 ORILL RIG 
OUGAN/COOKE
5.'30/00  11:401 
5 /3 0 /0 0  13:401
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SO IL & SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION
I MOISTURE 
ORY DENSITY I CONTENT
I  1 * 1
BACKFILL
I
CM Pinkith gray u n d y  la t clay with gravai , 
and cobbias. w at and vary still. Weak 
reaction to hydrochloric acid. |
63 .6
CL-ML
White caliche, m oist, cem ented and 
h e r d . _________________ __
Pale brown sandy sitty clay witn gravel, 
w et and very stiff. No reaction to 
hydrochloric ad d .
...thin layer ot caliche, moist.
cem ented and herd ________
GROUNDWATER AT 26 .4  FEET 
END OF B O N N C  A T lO O .S  FEET
B3.3
55.2
35 3
! ! 
I I
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIHONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figurt No 8
Figure A8. Borehole log from A m y  N l, Sta. 108, North of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N1 + 10
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE I
PROJECT NO.: 20001029E1
06 /01 /00
EXPLORATION SIZE I 
G .S. aEVATION:
r|: 4  1/A" 1.0. H .S . AUGEH
EGS_________________
■ EXnORATKM DATE: _______________________
EOUIPMENT: MOBILE B-4600 DRILL RIG
LOGGED BY: DUGAN/COOKE
NRTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: . 
FMAL DEPTH TO W A T » : _
19.0
26.4
OATEM EASUR»:
OATEMEASURB):
06 /0 1 /0 0
09 /0 1 /0 0
ELEVATION/
D E P T H
S O I L  4  S A M P L E  
S Y M B O L S
uses DESCRIPTION BACKFILL
MOISTURE
DRY DENSITY CONTENT
f-K-
SM
OP
SM
Pal# brow n a J ty  M nd with gravai 
TlllmM ianal. d ry  and danaa. Strong
, yaaction to  hydrocNoric acid.________
Whita poorly graded td ty  gravel 
(limestone gravail and gravel mire 
caliche w ith  aand , dry and very danaa. 
Strong reaction  to  hydrochloric acid.
GC-
GM
Pala brow n adty aand with gravel, dry
\and vary d e n se .______________________/
Wtvte ailty. c layey gravel (limestone 
graven w ith  aand . dry and very dense. 
Strong reaction  to  hydrochlonc a c id .
light gray M ndy lean clay with gravel. 
Slightly m oiat and very atill. Week 
reaction to  HCL.
. . . l e a n  c l a y  w i t h  s a n d ,  m o i s t
CH
W h it e  c a l i c h e ,  m o i s t ,  c e m e n t e d  a n d  
\h a r d ._______________________________________
CL
I
i
-CH I
I
i
1 L igh t g r a y  f a t  c l a y  w i t h  s a n d ,  w a t  a n d  
( v e r y  s i i f t .  W e a k  t o  m o d e r a t e  r e a c t io n
t o  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i d ______________________
L ig h t g r a y  s a n d y  lean d a y .  w e t  a n d  
v e r y  s t iK .
L igh t g r a y  ( a t  c l a y  w i t h  s a n d ,  w e t  a n d  
v e r y  s t i f f .  W e a k  r e a c t io n  t o  
h y d r o c h lo r ic  a c id .
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVWONMENTAL SERVICES. INC. Figure No. 10
Figure A9. Borehole log from Array N l, Sta. 111, North of the Reservoir.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
NI+ 10
niO JE C T N O .: ______
CXKOM TION DATE;
m OJECT; LAS VEGAS SWINGS PRESERVE
HOU LOCATION: SEE FICUHE 1___________
EXMOHATIOW SU E dtem M  
O S. ELEVATION: ________
MNTIAl DEPTH TO WATER:
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER: .
0 6 /0 1 'PC
M OBIU B-4600 DBILL RIGt |:  4  1 ;4 *  I.D . H .S . AUGEH
LOOOED BV: DUGAW/COOKEEGS
0 6 /0 1 /0 0OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURB):
19.0
0 6 /0 1 /0 02 6 4
M O I S T U R E
C O N T E N T  B A C K F I L L1*1 _ELEVATION/ SOIL 6  SAMPLE DEPTH I SYM BO LS uses
...thin levai Hast than 6 inchas thick) 
o t calicha. camantad and nard
. . . t i g n t  c la y  la u g o t s  la m m in g  
D o r a h o la l
...d r il l  c le a r  o f  tig h t c la y
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure A9. Borehole log from Array Nl, Sta. 111, North of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N1 + 10
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
H O U  LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
PROJECT NO.: 20001029E1
0 6 /0 1 /0 0
EXPLORATION S Œ  IdtonwMrl: 
O .S. ELEVATION:_____________
4  1/4’ 1.0. H.S. AUGEH 
EGS________________
EXPLORATION D A T E :___________________
EOUPMENT; M OEIU & 4500  DRILL BIG 
LOOOED I T :  DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FMML DEPTH TO WATER: .
19.0
26 .4
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURED:
0 6 /0 1 /0 0
0 6 /0 1 /0 0
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL A SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS
uses DESCRIPTION OBY DENSITY
MOISTUBE  
CONTENT BACKFILL1*1
CL
..pink to  84 .5
CM
G R O U N D W A T E R  A T  2 6 . 4  FE E T  
o n  OF BORING AT 1 0 0  FEET
Brown sandy laan clay with limesiona 
gravai, moist and  vary stiff. No 
raaction to hydrocN onc a ad . 
acid.
L ig h l g r a y  s a n d y  l a t  c l a y  w i th  g r a v a i ,  
m o i s t  a n d  v e r y  s t i f f .  W a a k  r e a c t io n  t o  
h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i r t __________________________
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
I
V -
Figura No. 10
Figure A9, Borehole log from Array N l, Sta i l l .  North o f the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N2/48
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1 
EXPLORATION SIZE I 
O S ELEVATION:
PROJECT NO. 20001029E1
5 / 2 3 / 0 0
4  1 .4 ' I.D. H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________
EXPLORATION OATE:_______________________
EOINPMEMr: MOBILE B-4S00 DRILL RIG
LOOOED RV: DUGAN/COOKE
MITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FINAL DEPTH TO W A T » : .
3 6 . 5  F E E T  
10.1 FEET
DATE MEASURBI: 
DATE MEASURED:
05/23/00
06/06/00
FI EVATION/ 
DEPTH
SOAtSAMFlE
S V M iO LS uses DESCRIPTION LL
MOISTUAE I 
DRV DENSITY I CONTENT BACKFILL 1*1 '___
sc
GC-
GM
Light yallowKh brown elayov rand with 
gravai s u a  calicha liagm antt. dry and 
madium danaa.
...gravai a t 3.5
Pala brown aiHy. clayay gravai with 
aand. dry and danaa.
C L
Whita ailty gravai with aand. alightly
"\m oiat and vary danaa.________________
T Whita calicha. dry. iirongly cam antad /
land vary hard. ___________________/
Vary pala brow n aandy laan clay w dn 
gravai and caliche fragmanta. moiat and 
lirm.
...very moist to  naaily w at at 12.0
...vary stilf
White calicne. dry. strongly cam antad 
and vary hard.
CL White lean clay with aand. wat and 
firm.
...pale olive to 37.0
I  ...vary stiff 
- k .  .wet a t 36 .0
113.0 1 3  9
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC. Figure No. 2
Figure AlO. Borehole log from Array N2, Sta 48, North of the Reservoir.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
N2/48
M OJCCT: LAS VEGAS SM INGS M6SERVE 
HOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1 
EXPLORATION SIZE |
O S . ELEVATION:
M OJECT N O .:_____
EXPLORATION DATE:
20001029E1
6/2 3 /0 0
4  1 /4 - 1.0. H .S. AUGBI EOUIPNKMT: 
EGS_________________  LOGHCO RV:
SNTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FINAL DEPTH TO WATER:
3 6 .5  FEET 
10.1 FEET
DATE MEASURBI: 
DATE MEASURBI:
MOBILE B-4500 DRILL RIG 
DUGAN/COOKE
05/23/00________
OO.'OS/OO
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
S O A &  SAMPLE 
SV M M L S USD S
DESCRIPTION PI a DRYOENSJTV
M OISTURE
CONTENT1*1
CH L ig h l  o l i v e  l a t  c l a y ,  w a t  a n d  S ti f f
...very stiff to 60 .75
...small fragm ents of w hita caliche to 
50 .76
GROUNDWATER AT 10.1 FEET 
END O F  RORM O A T SO 7 6  F B T
100.6
104.1
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. NIC.
17 3 
19.6
Figura No. 2
Figure AlO. Borehole log from Array N2, Sta. 48, North of the Reservoir (cont.).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
EOF 19
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRES8WE 
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
PROJECT NO.: ______
EXPLORATION DATE:
2 0 0 0 1 0 2 9 E I
S /24 /00
EXPLORATION S Œ  IdNmmWI: 
O S . ELEVATION: ____________
4  1/4" 1.0 H.S. AUGER 
EGS________________ LOGGED RV:
MOBILE B -4500 DRILL RIG 
DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
FMWAL DEPTH TO WATER: _
NGE
NGE
DATE MEASURED; 
DATE MEASURED:
NA
NA
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL & SAMPLE 
SYMBOLS u s e s DESCRIPTION
LL OBY DENSITY
M O ISTU RE I 
CO NTEN T BACKFILL
1 * 1  I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[
I - ,
SC
SM
GP
P M  brown iJ ty , elAyay «and with 
gravai, dry and danaa. Modarata to  
.airong raaeaen to  hydrochloric acid. 
P M  brown poorly gradad gravai, dry 
and vary danaa.
...icanarad  aaphalt fragmanta (nota 
aaphalt a t aurfaca naarby to  tha aaatl
SC
SM
Whita ailty. clayey aand with gravel, 
atghily moiat and very danaa. Strong 
reaction to hydrochloric ad d .
While ailty gravel w ith aand. alightly I
imoiat and vary oanaa.________________ f T
Pink ailty. clayay aand with gravel, 
alightly moiat and danaa.
CL-ML i White silly clay, alightly moiat and 
It very atiff.________________________
NO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED 
END OF B O R aM  A T 2 0 .B  P O T
85 .9
87 .0
5 .6  I
_ld_J
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figura N o .  5
Figure A ll. Borehole log from Array EOF, Sta. 19, Edge of Fill area.
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EXPLORATION LOG
Cl/3
M OJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1____________
M OJECT NO : _______
EXPLORATION OATE:
2 0 0 0 1 029E1
6 /2 5 /0 0
EXPLORATION EUE Id tanw w l: 
GA ELEVA-nON: ______
A 1 /4 - I.D. H.S. AUGER EOUPM BIT: 
EGS__________________LOGGED GŸ: .
NRTIAL OMTH TO WATER: 
FINAL 0 9 T H  TO WATER: _
NGE
NGE
OATEMEASURB): 
DATE MEASURED:
MOBILE B -4500 ORILL RIG 
OUGAN/COOKE
NA
NA
ELEVATION/
DEPTH
SOIL A SAMPLE 
SVMKIS uses DESCRIPTION DRYDOKITY
MOISTURE
CONTENT1*1 b a c k f il l
L,.
SM Pal# blow n lilly land  with gravai, dry 
and  danaa.
...w aak raaction to hydrochlonc add
CL
CM
Pinkiah whita aandy laan clay with
\g rav a l. dry and a t i W . _______________ /
Pink aandy fat clay with gravai 
(limaatona giavalal. alighlly moiat and 
vary atiff. Modarata raaction to 
hydrocliloric acid.
.oala brown, no gravai
NO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED 
DEO OF aORMO AT 10.TS FKT
8 5 .4
112 .4
GEOTECHNICAL A ENVIRONMEPITAL SERVICES. INC.
6.3
8.6
Figura No. c
Figure A12. Borehole log fiom Array Cl, Sta. 3, Cavern area.
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EXPLORATION LOG
Cl/72
PROJECT: LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE
MOLE LOCATION: SEE FIGURE 1
PROJECT NO.: ______
EXPLORATION OATE:
20001029E1
5 /2S /00
EXPLORATION SUE IdNmM #!: 
G .S . ELEVATION: ____________
*  1 /4 - 1.0. H .S. AUGER 
EGS_________________ LOGGED ET:
MOBILE SA 500  DRILL RIO 
DUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL OPTM  TO WATER: 
FINAL O 0T H  TO WATER: _
NGE
NGE
DATE MEASURED: 
DATE MEASURBI:
ELEVATION/
OEPTM
SOIL 4  SAMPLE 
SVMROLS uses DESCRIPTION
MOISTURE
CONTENT1*1DRY DENSITY ■ACKFLL
100.9
106.4
]_
I
r- 
; „
I[■
ir
I -  "
CL-ML Vallowiili brow n MnOy (ilty clay with 
gravai, dry  and firm.
CL Pale braw n aandy laan clay, dry and 
atiff. W aak raaction to  hydrochlonc 
acid.
...dark grayrah braw n with thin whita 
aandy loan clay layara 1 1 /8  inch thck) 
very abff and  aireng reaction to 
hydrochloric acid.
...grayish brow n and modarata raaction 
to  hydrochloric acid
NO GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED 
END OF aORRM A T 2 1 .5  FEET
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC. Figure No.
Figure A13. Borehole log from Array Cl, Sta. 72, Cavern area.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
EMI/36
niOJCCT: LAS V E O A S  SPRINGS PRESERVE
H OU LOCATION: SEE WCUBE 1____________
EXPLORATION SIZE I,
G.S. aEV A TION :
PROJECT NO.; 2 0 0 0 1 029E1
06 /0 6 /0 0
I :  4  1 / 4 -  I D .  H .S .  A U G E H
E G S _____________________
EXPLORATION OATE:___
EOUIPMENT: MOBILE B A 600  ORILL BIG
LOOOED #V: OUGAN/COOKE
INITIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
PINAL OEPTM TO WATER; .
1S.0
3 4 . 4
DATE RKASUREO: 
DATEMEABURED:
06/06/00
06/06/00
EUV ATION /
DEPTH
SO IL  & S A M P U  
SYM BOLS uses DESCRIPTION LL DAY DENSITY
MOISTUBE
CONTENT l»l BACK FIU .
r
L
ML Vafv dB/k grayifh brown silt w ith sand, 
d ry  and  Iw m . Strong raaction to 
hvdrocNoric a a d .
. .v e r y  s t i f f
L
L
I
G M
C L -M L
M H
W f i i t a  s k t y  g r a v e l  «v ith  a a n d  a n d  g r a v a i   ^
s i z a  c a l i c n e  f r a g m a n t a .  d r y  a n d  v a r y  
d a n a a .  H ig h ly  r é a c t i v a  t o  h y d r o c l i l o r i c
95.4
79.1
80.1
10.0
8.9
8.3
I D a ir k  b r o w n  s a n d y  s i l ly  c l a y  w i t h  g r a v e l  
d r y  a n d  v a r y  s t i f f
L ig h t  g r a y  e l a s t i c  s i l t  w i t h  a a n d  a n d  
g r a v e l ,  d r y  a n d  s t i f f .  S t r o n g  r a a c t m n  
T O  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c i d .
CL O l iv a  g r a y  l e a n  c l a y ,  m o i s t  t o  w a t  
a n d  v e r y  s t i f f .  S t r o n g  r e a c t i o n  t o  
h y d r o c h l o r i c  a c id .
...no  recovery in Califomia aamplar 
be tw een  20 .0  and 21.5 
...pale  olive, sandy, stiff and strong 
raaction to  hydrochlonc acid
CH , L ig h l  o l i v e  g r a y  fa t  c la v  w i t h  s a n d ,  | 
i w e t  a n d  v e r y  s t i f f .  S tr o n g  r e a c t io n  in  j 
{ h y d r o c h lo r ic  a c id .
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. F ig u r e  No. M
Figure A14. Borehole log from Array EMI, Sta. 35, EM Anomaly area.
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EXPLORATION LOG 
EMI/35
n ia iE C T : LAS VEGAS SPRINGS PRESERVE 
HOLE LOCA-flON; SEE RCUHE I 
EXPLORATION SIZE »
O.S. aEVATION:
PROJECT NO.; ______
EXPLORATION OATE;
200010 2 9 E I
0 6 /0 6 /0 0
4  1/4- I D. H.S. AUGER EOUIPMENT: 
EOS   LOOOED BY:
RNTIAL DEPTH TO WATER: 
PINAL DEPTH TO WATER: _
18.0
34.4
DATE MEASURB): 
DATE MEASURED:
MOBILE 8 -4500  ORILL RIG 
DUGAN/CDOKE
06 /06 /00________
0 6 /0 6 /0 0
ELEVATION/
d e p t h
SOIL A SA M PLE 
SYMBOLS uses DESCRIPTION DRY DENSITY
M OISTU RE
BACKFIU.
SM Pink iHty lan d , w at and vary danaa. 107.3 20.2
CL-ML Light gray sJty  clay with land , w at 
and vary atiff. M odarata reaction to 
hytftocfiloric acid.
SM Pink la ty  aand. w at and  vary danaa.
■ L £ L Pink aandy loan clay, w et and very stiff. Strong raaction to  hydrocNonc 
acid. ____________  _____
88.1
93.5
2 3 .3
2 7 .7
GROUNDWATER AT 3 4 . 4  FEET 
n o  O F BO M N B A T B 1 .3 3  FEET
91.3 2 9 .0
L
GEOTECHNICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES. INC.
Figure No. 14
Figure A14. Borehole log from Array EMI, Sta 35, EM Anomaly area (cont.).
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS
This ^ipeodix contains the results from the SASW, surface-based seismic cavity 
detection, and electrical resistivity investigations conducted for this thesis. Both the raw 
data and the interpretations are included. For the SASW results, dispersion curves are 
shown in the upper portion of the plot, and the shear wave velocity profiles are shown in 
the lower portion of the plot. For the surâce-based seismic cavity detection results, the 
forward and reverse phase traces are plotted for each station. Red indicates forward and 
blue reverse. The electrical resistivity plots are plotted in three sections with the 
measured îq>parent resistivity at the top, the calculated apparent resistivity in the middle, 
and the inverted resistivity section at the bottom.
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SMI
360
Exparimental Data 
Manual Fit
300
« 250
200
S. 100
200 250 300
Shaar wava valoeity. m/s
Figure Bl. Results of SASW measurements on Array SMI.
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SM2
400
Expérimental 
-  Menuet n
360
300
200
ISO
100
O r 
•0.5 • 
-1 
-1.5 
2 - 
-2 .5  ■ 
-3 - 
-3 .5  -
--------1--------1------- r
_ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l _ __________L_
50 100 150 200 250 300 360 400 450 500
Shear wave velocity, m/s
Figure B2. Results of SASW measurements on Array S M2.
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SM3
300
Exparimanlal DMa 
MmnumlF*
250
^ 200
150
100
100 150 200 250 300
Shaar wava valoeity, m/s
Figure B3. Results of SASW measurements on Array SM3.
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SMR
500
Exparimwtal OMa
Manual Fit460
400
350
S  300
250
£  200
2 0 0  300 400
Shaar wava valoeity. m/s
500 600
Figure B4. Results of SASW measurements on Array SMR.
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E l
500
ExparimMtal CMa 
— Mm u iI Fit450
400
360
S  300
250
£ 2 0 0
150
100
Or
2
■4
■6
-8
E
é  -10 h 
2
-12 ■
-14
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Figure B5. Results of SASW measurements on Array El.
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NI
700
G  Expwimeital 
ManuilFit 
LVMFSM 
U/GSM
600
« 500
400
S 300 ,0/
g  200
100
-10
-20
E
-30
-40
-50
-60
1000 1100100 500 600
Shaar «mm «alocity. m/s
700 000 900200 300 400
Figure B6. Results of SASW measurements on Array NI.
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N2
600
Expérimentai O ita 
- ManurtFit
500
^  400
300
200
100
I, m
300 400
Shear wava velocity, m/s
500 600 700
Figure B7. Results of SASW measurements on Array N2.
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SB1
300
Experânaniai 
— Manual F*
250
200
150
i  100
300 400 500
Shaar waw valoeity. m/s
600 700 800
Figure B8. Results of SASW measurements on Array SBl.
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EMI
500
Expérimental Drta 
Manual Fit450
400
360
«  300
250
} 2 0 0
^150
100
3 0 0  400 500
Shear wave velocity, m/s
60 0  700 800
Figure B9. Results of SASW measurements on Array EMI.
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EM2
500
Exparimafllal DMa EM2 
ExperinwnM OMa EM3 
Manual Fit 
LVMFSM 
U/GSM
450
400
I  360 
# 3 0 0
260
200
150
100
100 200 300 4 0 0
Shaar «WM valoeity. m/s
5 0 0 600 700
Figure BIO. Results of SASW measurements on Array EM2.
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EOF
0
-20
-M)
Sla. 6
Sla. 10
S -40
Sla. 12
Sla. 14
Sla. 16
Sla. 18
100
Frequency, Hz
200
Figure B11. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array EOF. 
Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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EOF
-20
■o
S -40
J 0a. -20
-40
Sta. 20
Sla. 22
50 100
Frequency. Hz
150 200
Figure Bl 1 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array EOF. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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Cl
S
-20
-40
-20
-40
-20
-10
-20
-40
-20
-40
-20
-40
-20
-40
' Sta. 16
- Sta. 2
Sta. 18
- Sta. 20
-20 - Sta. 4 
-4 0 --------
- Sta. 14
- Sta. 12
■ Sta. 0
50 100
Frequency, Hz
150 200
Figure BI2. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array Cl. 
Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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CI
-20
-40
-20
-40
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0
-20
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S -40
Sla. 28
-20
-20
-40
-20
-40
-20
-40
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■ Sla. 36
Sla. 30
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50 100
Frequency. Hz
150 200
Figure B12 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array Cl. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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Cl
0 F
-20 h Sla. 38
-----------
E -40
1 0a. -20
-40
0
-20
-40
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-20
-40
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-20
-40
20 h Sta. 40
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Sla. 44
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- Sla. 56
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50 100
Frequency, Hz
150 200
Figure B12 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array Cl. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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Cl
-20
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Figure B12 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array C 1. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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Cl
-20
-40
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-M)
-20
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"i
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-20
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Figure B12 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array Cl. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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C2
Sta. 10
2
I
-20
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-20
-40
-20
-40
-20
-40
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-40
' Sta. 16
Sta. 20
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■ Sta. 22
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50 100
Frequency, Hz
150 200
Figure B13. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array C2. 
Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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C2
-20
-«)
-20
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-20
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100
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Figure B13 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array C2. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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C2
-20
-40
t -20
-40
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-40
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Sta. 40
50 100
Frequency, Hz
150 200
Figure B13 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array C2. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions respectively.
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- sta. 1 1 5
- Sta. 13
- Sta. 13 5
Sta. 4
Sta. 14.5
-  S &  1 5 -
-  S a . 1 5  5 -
Sla. 6
8 0  100 120 
F r e q u e n c y .  H z
Figure B14. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array FI 
using a 0.5-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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F I
.
.  a » .  16 3 -
_ Sta. 17
0 
■ -20 
-40
.  Sla. 17 5
_ Sta. 18
_ Sta. 18 5
80 100 120 
F r e q u e n c y .  H z
Figure B14 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array FI using a 0.5-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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0 
-20 
-10 
0
• 2 0  f -  s a .  9  5  
-10
•20
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0
-20
-ID
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-  S a .  1 0
-  s a .  1 0  5
s a .  I I  5
s a .  1 2  5
W  100 120
F r e q u e n c y .  H z
Figure B15. Results o f the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array FI 
using a 1-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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Sta. 13
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Frequency. Hz
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Figure B15 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array FI using a 1-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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-20
•40
-20
•20
-40
-20
Sti.17 5
Sta. 18.5
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Frequency. Hz
Figure BIS continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array FI using a 1-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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-  S a .  9  5
- s a  0
0^
-20 - S a  10 5
• 4 0
s a  11
20 H s a  11 3
- s a  3
•20 - s a  13 s
.  s a  14
» 100 
Frequency. Hz
Figure B16. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on Array F2 
using a 1-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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F2
0 ■
-20 ■ 
-10 L
s a  1 4  5
s a  6
.  s a  10 5
.  s a  1 7
s a  1 7 5
8 0  1 0 0  
Frequency. Hz
Figure B16 continued. Results of the surface-based seismic cavity detection on 
Array F2 using a 1-m spacing. Red and blue indicate forward and reverse directions 
respectively.
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Ps.2
SML
00 24.0 460 720 96.0 120
25
42
5.8 
73 
3 9
25
42
SB
73
3.9
Mtasurvd A ^w tm  Rasistraily PMudDMcfton
24 0 120
CakW##d Agirent PasiftMty P««udoMdion
Modal itciftmly Wh topography 
laralion 6 RMS anor = 40.B
3e*stion
20
•40
-GO
-30
- 10.0
-120
-140
•16.0
48.0 72.0 960
001 006 0.23 12 5.8 3 .3
RaantHtT m ohmm
148 744
Unt Eltclroda Spacing » 6.0 m.
Vwbcal aaaggafamn m modal «action A«play = 25  
Fast alactroda nlocated# 0 0  m 
Lait alactroda is locatad at 1620 m.
Figure B17. Results o f electrical resistivity survey on the Spring Mound, Array SML.
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SMS
P*Z 48.0 SO 640 720 80.0 880 96.0
0 8
19
30
4 9
5 9
6.9
M»Mwid Afpwant Ratittndy Paaudaaacbom
P%Z 48.0 S O 640 720 SO S O
0 8
19
3.0
49
5.9
6 9
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00■TO
•20
•3.0
•4.0
•50
-6.0
•70
•80
•9.0
CakuWad Appaiam Raaistwly Paeudaaacbon
Madal mntMrty wdb topography 
laration 9 RMS anar »  64.7
48.0 S O 64.0 720 9 0
9 9  9 .3  898
Raaictiidy m ohfiLtn
900
Unt Bactrada Spacing = 2.0 rri.
hanzanlat acala t« 34 93 pnalt par unt ipactng 
Vartk# aaagganHon in medal taction dtoplay - t . l t  
F n t electrode it bcettd #  S O  m.
La# alactiode it loc#ad at 1020 m.
Figure B18. Results of electrical resistivity survey on the Spring Mound, Array SMS.
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Figure BI9. Results of electrical resistivity survey on the Spring Mound Road, Array 
SMR.
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Figure B20. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the area east of the reservoir. Array 
El..
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Figure B21. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the area north of the reservoir, 
Array Nl.
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Figure B22. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the area north of the reservoir. 
Array N2.
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Figure B23. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the Edge-of-Fill area. Array EOF.
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Figure B24. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the Cavern area. Array Cl.
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Figure B25. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the Cavern area. Array C2.
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Figure B26. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the Subsidence Bowl area, Array 
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Figure B27. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the Subsidence Bowl area. Array 
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Figure B28. Results of electrical resistivity survey at the Fissure, Array FI.
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Figure B29. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the EM Anomaly area. Array EMI.
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Figure B30. Results of electrical resistivity survey in the EM Anomaly area. Array EM2.
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